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Introduction
Quickscript was formerly known as Quikscript. It has been developed progressively since
1985, when it was used prior to the widespread availability of word-processing software to
format documents, relying only on the existence of PostScript printers to interpret embedded
layout marks to determine the appearance of the final pages.
It is now most useful for preparing documents which do not depend on any proprietary
operating system or document production system for formatting. An example would be
formatting output from web queries of a database, where layout marks can be embedded by
the web script to set up the rules controlling how the document should appear when printed. It
is equally useful for preparing any text documents in PDF format, using a utility like ps2pdf
to do the conversion from PostScript.
Layout of a document is achieved by deliberately embedding instructions within the
document on the rules to be enforced. This was the traditional way of controlling layout using
packages like troff, TeX and Latex. The difference is that those packages relied upon software
to interpret the marks and convert the document into printing instructions for a particular type
of hardware. Quickscript instructions are acted upon within a PostScript printer or interpreter.
This way of achieving layout is similar to how layout of web pages is achieved, where HTML
layout marks are embedded in a document to guide a web browser to make the document
presentable.
A document will need to be prepared with the embedded layout marks, and Quickscript is
added to the front for interpretation by the PostScript printer or interpreter such as ghostscript
or gsview, which are freely available. The Quickscript program is incredibly small, about the
same size as a font. Quickscript reads the following text document, acting on any layout
instructions, and breaking the other text into words, fitting them into lines of output across the
page. Layout instructions control text font, size and style, paragraph or line breaks, alignment,
colour, tables, and a few other features.
This introductory guide is designed to show how to use the basic features of Quickscript with
simple examples. It proceeds to show more sophisticated layouts and how they might be
achieved. Finally it covers examples of how PostScript fragments can be embedded in your
document to achieve special effects. The commands of Quickscript are formally described in
Appendix A.
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Commands for Simple Layout
Paragraphs, lines

Under normal use, Quickscript takes input lines of text, breaks
them up into words, and tries to fill output lines with the words. To
control this process, certain layout instructions can be used with the
text. The instructions are separated from the text by being enclosed
by percent signs, eg. %P% indicates a new paragraph; %L%
indicates a new line; %NP% forces a new page.
For example, if we want to set text in this way:
PostScript is a programming language in which numbers or parameters
precede the operator that acts on them. Thus to add two numbers, 1.3 and
5.5, the instruction is
1.3 5.5 add
The numbers are placed on a stack, and the "add" operator acts on and
removes the numbers from the stack, returning the result there.
It is necessary sometimes to place items on the stack well before an
operator or procedure acts on them. It can then be most unclear to the
reader just what an operator is doing. This causes many PostScript
programs to be hard to read, and makes debugging the program difficult.
As a general comment, 90% of programmers have not worked with a
language like PostScript before.

we could type it thus:
PostScript is a programming
language in which numbers or parameters
precede the operator that acts on them.
Thus to add two numbers, 1.3 and 5.5,
the instruction is%L%
1.3 5.5 add%L%
The numbers are placed on a stack, and the
"add" operator acts on and removes the numbers
from the stack, returning the result there.
%P%
It is necessary sometimes to place items
on the stack well before an
operator or procedure acts on them.
It can then be most unclear to the reader
just what an operator is doing.
This causes many PostScript
programs to be hard to read, and makes
debugging the program difficult. %P%As a
general comment, 90%% of programmers have not
worked with a language like PostScript before.

Care is required if % is needed in the text, as it is interpreted by
Quickscript as the start of a layout instruction. To include a %
within text, it should be doubled: %%, as in the example above. In
this way, Quickscript can see that the % was really meant for
output. If the text following a single % is clearly not a layout
instruction, it will be output as the character unchanged by
Quickscript.
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The text typed needs to be broken into lines; it cannot be a stream
of unbroken text as most word processors expect. Quickscript
reads text in chunks up to the Return keystroke, and does not have
the capacity to read chunks beyond 1024 characters in length.
Bold and Italic

PostScript provides a number of fonts, which mostly have a choice
of styles. Italic, or slanted, is selected in Quickscript by %IT%,
bold by %BD%, and bold italic by%BD%%IT%. Care is needed
to remember to turn off the style selected. The opposite of italic is
Roman, %RO%, and the opposite of bold is light %LT%. A style
remains selected until turned off with the correct instruction.
For example, this typed text:
%BD%HMAS %IT%Voyager%RO% Disaster%LT%
%P%
The naval exercise was proceeding well on the
day of the accident. The aircraft
carrier HMAS %IT%Sydney%RO% was travelling
at cruising speed.

will be output as
HMAS Voyager Disaster
The naval exercise was proceeding well on the day of the accident. The
aircraft carrier HMAS Sydney was travelling at cruising speed.

Tabulation, or
horizontal text
placement

If text is to be placed at a particular point in the current line, then
the tabulation facility assists. In the simplest form, %T,number%
will move to a new position on the page, number of millimeters
from the normal left-hand margin on the current line.
For example, this typed text:
PostScript is a programming
language in which numbers or
parameters precede
the operator that acts on them.
Thus to add two numbers, 1.3 and 5.5,
the instruction is%L%
%T,10%1.3 5.5 add%L%
The numbers are placed on a stack, and the
"add" operator acts on and removes the numbers
on the stack, returning the result there.

will be output as
PostScript is a programming language in which numbers or parameters
the operator that acts on them. Thus to add two numbers, 1.3 and 5.5, the
instruction is
1.3 5.5 add
The numbers are placed on a stack, and the "add" operator acts on and
removes the numbers on the stack, returning the result there.
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In interpreting the %T,10%, Quickscript will move to the position
requested, regardless of what text has been placed on the line
already. This instruction is useful for setting up simple tables; care
is needed that the positions chosen allow enough width for the text
content.
Leading blanks on a line are usually ignored, so in this example,
the fifth input line has its leading blanks removed before the text on
the line is added to the output. In all other places, blanks in your
typed text are taken seriously.
If several lines of text are to share the same left alignment, a
different instruction %TB,number% is used. Again number is the
number of millimeters from the normal left-hand margin. In effect,
this command sets a new left-hand margin for the following input
text.
For example, this typed text:
The following instructions should be followed
in order to run Quickscript: %TB,5%%L%
1. Create your document as a simple text
file.%L%
2. "New-line"/"Return" keystrokes will be
ignored.%L%
3. Add layout instructions%L%
4. Send Quickscript and your document to a
PostScript printer.%L%
%TB,0%Quickscript will process your document
within the printer,
interpreting any layout instructions.

will be output as
The following instructions should be followed in order to run Quickscript:
1. Create your document as a simple text file.
2. "New-line"/"Return" keystrokes will be ignored.
3. Add layout instructions
4. Send Quickscript and your document to a PostScript printer.
Quickscript will process your document within the printer, interpreting
any layout instructions.

It is important to remember to reset the left margin to its original
position at the end of the indented text, the %TB,0% in this
example. Another way of resetting the left margin is with the
instruction %TB%, which means revert to the previous left margin
setting. It is possible with this instruction to toggle between two
states.
%TB sets the current left margin, and moves to that point on the
current line. It is normally necessary to move to a new line if
previous text is not to be overwritten, so a new line or new
paragraph instruction will frequently accompany a %TB.
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The above example shows how short points can be presented
effectively. However, if the points are longer, a combination of
%TB for setting the new left margin for line continuations, together
with %T for positioning particular details is useful. The gap
between points can be made larger with an instruction
%L,number%; number is the number of line heights to be moved
down in addition to the normal movement. This can be fractional if
necessary.
For example, to achieve this text layout:
The layout instructions are implemented using a table of three-element
arrays.
1.

The first element contains the layout command code, with
multi-character codes preceding single character codes. This order
prevents confusion between single character codes and
multi-character codes commencing with the same letter.

2.

The second element is a true/false value, indicating whether the
layout code is "word-terminating" or not. This function will be
explained below.

3.

The third element is a PostScript procedure to be executed for that
layout code.

we could type the text as:
The layout instructions are implemented using
a table of three-element arrays.%TB,10%
%L,.5%%T,0%1. %T,10%
The first element contains the layout command
code, with multi-character codes
preceding single character codes.
This order prevents confusion between
single character codes and multi-character codes
commencing with the same letter.
%L,.5%%T,0%2. %T,10%
The second element is a true/false
value, indicating whether
the layout code is "word-terminating"
or not. This function will be explained below.
%L,.5%%T,0%3. %T,10%
The third element is a PostScript procedure to
be executed for that layout code.
%TB,0%%P%

The %TB,10% sets the left-hand margin, which will be obeyed
when words must be placed on the next line. The %T,0% forces
the point numbers to be placed at the original left margin, and the
%T,10% causes text to begin at the same position as any line
continuations. The %L,.5% causes a larger space between points,
an extra half line height.
A similar layout can be achieved a little more easily with a special
form of the new-paragraph instruction, as discussed in the
"Paragraph layout" section below.
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In the above example, the position "10" MM from the left margin
recurs in many lines. It is possible to record this position once and
reuse it many times without referring to the measurement again.
The advantage of this is, if we later decide to alter the layout and
change the indentation, only one number will need to be changed,
rather than several. There is a command
%W%
which will record the current position ("Where"). That position
can be referred to in %T or %TB instructions by
%T,?% or %TB,?%
If several positions are to be recorded, they are referred to by
index: %W,1% stores the current position with index "1", and is
referred to as %T,?1%. Up to fifty positions can be stored this
way.
The above example can be expressed in this manner, giving
identical output:
The layout instructions are implemented using
a table of three-element arrays.%TB,10%%W%
%L,.5%%T,0%1. %T,?%
The first element contains the layout command
code, with multi-character codes
preceding single character codes.
This order prevents confusion between
single character codes and multi-character codes
commencing with the same letter.
%L,.5%%T,0%2. %T,?%
The second element is a true/false
value, indicating whether
the layout code is "word-terminating"
or not. This function will be explained below.
%L,.5%%T,0%3. %T,?%
The third element is a PostScript procedure to
be executed for that layout code.
%TB,0%%P%

Then, if we decide to change the body indentation of the text to 15
MM, only the one number will need to be changed.
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There are many situations where we do not want the input text to
be split up into words for packing into the output lines. Poetry,
songs, program examples, and addresses are the most common.
For this type of text, there is an instruction
%NF%
("No Fill") to take each line of input text and put it out on a
separate line. It will still check to see whether the whole line will
fit, and go to a new line if there is too much text. At the end of
such text, we usually want to revert to the normal way of filling
output lines with words. The instruction
%FI%
is used for this.
For example, this typed text:
%NF%
Joy to the world! The Lord is come;
let earth receive her king;
let every heart prepare him room,
and heaven and nature sing,
and heaven and nature sing,
and heaven, and heaven and nature sing.
%FI%

will be output as
Joy to the world! The Lord is come;
let earth receive her king;
let every heart prepare him room,
and heaven and nature sing,
and heaven and nature sing,
and heaven, and heaven and nature sing.

The last two lines had leading spaces in the original, which were
retained in the output. In normal text processing mode, leading
spaces on every input line are discarded, in contrast to the
behaviour here in %NF% mode. The width of the space in the
output was narrower than the original. This is because a space in
most printing fonts is quite narrow, while most text preparation
systems show a space the same width as any other character.
If we were including computer instructions or program listings in
our document, we would probably choose to use a Courier
(fixed-width) font, which shows better how the text characters line
up. Font selection is explained below. Tab characters are
generally ignored, so programs containing Tabs should be suitably
filtered first.
If any of the input lines were too long to fit on a single output line,
they would have been split at an inter-word gap, and continued
from the beginning of the next line. It is frequently more desirable
to have such continuations indented from the normal margin. This
can be requested with an instruction
G. Freeman
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%NF,number%
where number is the number of millimeters of indentation desired
on continuation lines.
A converse problem arises if we need to split the input line to
prevent it being too long, possibly because of a large number of
layout instructions. In other words, we want two input lines to be
set on the one output line, within the context of all other input lines
being placed on separate output lines. There is an instruction
%\%
that means: ignore anything that follows on this input line, but
continue the current output line with the next input line.

Headings
Font Size
Centring

When headings are needed, and in other situations, it is desirable to
alter the size of the text. Size is expressed in "Printer’s Points", of
which there are 72 per inch. The default size is 12 pp, but any size,
including fractional can be set. The instruction is
%SZ,number%
Headings are frequently wanted centred upon the page. An
instruction
%CL%
takes the text following on the line and centres it between the
current left and right text margins. Such a line would normally be
followed by a %L% or similar instruction. Otherwise, following
text would be set on the same line, following the centred text!
For example:
%SZ,15%%BD%%CL%Centred large heading%SZ,12%
%LT%

will be output as

Centred large heading
It is possible to omit the number from a %SZ% instruction.
%SZ,15%%BD%%CL%Centred large heading%SZ%
%LT%

This is taken to mean, use the previous size. A short history of
font-size changes is maintained, allowing several size-undo
operations to be performed in this way. If only one change is
recorded, then this becomes a toggle between the two states in the
history.
The number given as font size is different from line height, the
distance moved from one line to the next. This height is 1.17 times
the font size by default (12 pp size gives 14 pp per line).
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There is another instruction (%SN) for altering font size.
%SN,number%
differs from %SZ,number% in that it alters the height of text, but
not the line spacing.
This is useful if text of a different height is to be mixed with other
text within a paragraph. This happens fairly frequently in
computing documentation, when including examples that are set in
a Courier font within a paragraph of text in a more usual font, such
as Times. The Courier text would appear very large and ungainly
compared with the Times text, unless is was reduced in size.
However, we would not want to alter the inter-line spacing just for
a small piece of embedded text in another font. If such text occurs
at the end of a line, it would give uneven line spacing if
%SZ,number% were used.

Font Selection

PostScript printers provide a good range of fonts. In Quickscript,
font is selected by name of a font family, with an instruction
%FN,name%. name can be one of the following:
Tim (Times)
Cou (Courier)

Hel (Helvetica)
Sym (Symbol)

Pal (Palatino)
Book (Bookman)
Cha (Zapf Chancery)
Din (Zapf Dingbats)

NewC (New Century Schoolbook)
Ava (Avant Garde)
HelN (Helvetica Narrow)
Uft User-defined

The first four are guaranteed to be present in any PostScript
machine. The user-defined font can be set up for a special purpose
font, as is illustrated in some of the examples of embedded
PostScript below.
Example of usage:
%FN,Hel%The quick brown fox died.
lazy dog.%FN%

Long live the

will be output using Helvetica font as
The quick brown fox died. Long live the lazy dog.

A point to note in this example is the use of %FN% without a font
family name. If the font family name is omitted, the font that was
in use prior to the most recent change will be reverted to. This is
useful if fonts need to be switched frequently, as when a
fixed-width font such as Courier is wanted for computer examples.
A short history of font changes is maintained, allowing more than
one font-undo operation to be performed. If only one change is
recorded, then this becomes a toggle between the two states in the
history.
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The default font is Times-Roman, %FN,Tim%, in Quickscript.

Paragraph styles

There are more paragraph forms than those shown in the simple
example above. Sometimes, we want to indent the first line. To
achieve this paragraph layout:
This is an example of a common paragraph style. The first line of
each paragraph is indented to make the paragraph beginning stand out.
The paragraph body is flush with the normal left margin.

we precede the text with
%P,,5%

If we want to include a quotation, the paragraph can have its whole
body indented:
Lewis Carroll has been quoted many times by mathematicians for
comments such as:
"Mine is a long and sad tale" said the Mouse, turning to Alice and
sighing. "It is a long tail, certainly" said Alice, looking down with
wonder at the Mouse’s tail; "but why do you call it sad?"
It is unusual for a mathematics professor to be able to bring pleasure to
children, to think at so simple...

The quotation is preceded by a new-paragraph instruction
%P,10% %IT%
and followed by the instruction
%P,0% %RO%
Thus, the %P% instruction can include some numbers to control its
layout. The general form is
%P,body,firstline,ipgap,botgap%
where
body
is the body alignment, in millimeters, relative to the
current left margin as set by the last %TB in force;
firstline
is the indentation of the first line, relative to body
alignment;
ipgap
is the change from the normal inter-paragraph gap;
botgap
is the minimum distance that must remain between the
start of the paragraph and the bottom of the page.
The indentation and alignment are measured in millimeters, and the
change in the inter-paragraph gap and the distance from the page
bottom are measured in line height units. Normally,
• paragraph alignment is at the current left margin,
• first-line indentation is zero,
• inter-paragraph gap is one blank line, and
• minimum page bottom distance is 30 MM.
To reduce inter-paragraph gap, the third number should be
negative.
G. Freeman
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Any following %P% instructions will use the same numbers as
were most recently specified on a %P instruction. If we give a
paragraph specification
%P,,10,−.5%
then any following %P% instruction without numbers will adopt
this same format.
Hanging first line style, as is useful for references or first word
emphasis, could be set with
%P,10,−10%
For example:
%P,10,-10%
Adobe (1985a) %IT%PostScript Language
Reference Manual%RO%, Adobe Systems Inc.,
Addison-Wesley.
%P%Adobe (1985b) %IT%PostScript Language
Tutorial and Cookbook%RO%,
Adobe Systems Inc., Addison-Wesley.

will be output as
Adobe (1985a) PostScript Language Reference Manual, Adobe Systems
Inc., Addison-Wesley.
Adobe (1985b) PostScript Language Tutorial and Cookbook, Adobe
Systems Inc., Addison-Wesley.

In the above example the inter-paragraph gap is the normal single
blank line. It is common for a smaller gap than this to be used in
references or tabular point layouts. The instruction would become
%P,10,−10,−.5%
that is, the inter-paragraph gap is wanted to be half a line-height
less than the default.
As we have seen earlier, the same sort of hanging first line could be
achieved with use of a combination of %L%, %TB and %T
instructions. The use of options on a %P% instruction is
sometimes simpler.
We saw earlier how numbered points can be set; they can also be
set using %P instructions:
The layout instructions are implemented using
a table of three-element arrays.%P,10,-10,-.5%
1. %T%
The first element contains the layout command
code, with multi-character codes
preceding single character codes.
This order prevents confusion between
single character codes and multi-character codes
commencing with the same letter.
%P%2. %T%
The second element is a true/false
value, indicating whether

G. Freeman
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the layout code is "word-terminating"
or not. This function will be explained below.
%P%3. %T%
The third element is a PostScript procedure to
be executed for that layout code.
%P,0,0,0%

This will produce the same output as was shown in the "Numbered
points" section earlier. The advantage of using %P and %T to give
the desired layout is that the position on the page is checked for
each new-paragraph, and a new paragraph is not commenced unless
there is at least a minimum amount of space at the bottom of the
page.
The use of %T% without any indication of position has not been
referred to before. Quickscript interprets this to mean go on the
current line to the left margin plus any paragraph body alignment.
It is clear that %TB and %P can both set a left alignment for text.
If both instructions are used in combination, the effect is for the
%TB to set a left margin relative to the normal left margin, and the
%P to set the paragraph alignment relative to the current left
margin as set by %TB instructions.

Vertical Placement

Just as it is possible to request a movement to a particular place
across the line, it is also possible to move to a particular spot down
the page.
%VT,number%
is the means of positioning at number millimeters from the normal
first-line position at the top of the page. This can be useful for
certificates or documents where precise positioning is wanted.
It is also possible to move vertically to a position remembered from
before. If we have issued a %W% instruction in a document, then
%VT,?% will return to the remembered vertical height. The
horizontal position moved to is always the current left-hand
margin. An example of its use will be shown in "Tabulation with
Continuation" below. If there are several remembered positions,
they can be distinguished, as before, by number, %W,1% to record
position "1", and %VT,?1% to move there.
If space is to be set aside, perhaps for insertion of an illustration,
whether by cut-and-paste or computer-generated, there is an
instruction
%VM,number%
to move down the page by the number of millimeters. If there is
not sufficient space at the bottom of the page, then Quickscript will
go to a new page, and there move down the distance requested.
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The distance to be moved can also be expressed as a certain
number of line heights, by preceding the number by the letter "L".
To move up the page by three lines, we would say
%VM,L−3%
In other words, if moving up the page (a negative number of lines),
the sign must precede the number, not the "L".

Headings at Page
Bottom

This ability of %VM,number% to guarantee an uninterrupted block
of space can be used to prevent section headings, major paragraphs,
or tables from commencing too close to the bottom of a page. If
we want a heading and part of the next paragraph, say 20 MM of
text, to be unbroken, the input can be preceded by the instructions
%VM,20% %VM,−20%
The %VM,20% moves down by 20 MM, either on the current page
if it will fit, or from the top of the next page. The %VM,−20% will
move back to the start of the block, to the left margin.
An alternative method is to use a %PH instruction instead of a %P
before the paragraph heading. %PH will ensure that a larger
distance exists to the bottom of the page than a simple %P,
sufficient for the header, another %P, and then a couple of lines of
text. If insufficient distance exists, the text will be placed at the top
of the next page. This feature of paragraphs is discussed in more
detail above (Paragraph Style).

Multi-columns

Most documents run simply down the page in a single column.
Quickscript does allow multi-column output. There is an
instruction
%NC,number%
which can be used to request the following text to be set into
number columns.
It is sometimes desirable to commence a page with a single
column, with heading and possibly with a summary across the
page. Below this, the text is set in multi-columnar layout. The
%NC,number% command enables this, in that the current point
when the instruction is issued is remembered, and the second
column is commenced at the same height on the page. Following
pages will be fully multi-columnar. If you want to place text at the
start of the next column, the %NC% instruction moves to this
position.
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Page Margins

The white space around the page of text can be set with a single
command. By default, the left and top margins are 25.4 MM, and
the right and bottom margins are 19 MM. These can be modified
with
%PM,l,r,t,b%
where
l is the left margin,
r is the right margin,
t is the top margin, and
b is the bottom margin, all in millimeters.
Only those numbers to be changed from the existing setting need to
be specified, eg.
%PM,,,19,%
would reduce the top margin to 19 MM.

Column Width

The overall width of the set text can be defined with a command,
%CW,number%.
number is the width in millimeters. By default, the column width
is determined from the page dimensions, the width of the page
margins, and the number of columns of output per page. This can
be locally adjusted with the %CW command. The former width
can be reverted to with %CW%.
By default the page width of an A4 page is 165.6 MM. A width of
161 MM will give a right margin the same width as the left.

Special Characters

PostScript fonts contain many characters other than the normal
keyboard characters. There are two ways that they can be output in
Quickscript. The first way refers to the character by its internal
name name, known as its glyphname. We do this with
%C,glyph-name%
For example:
%C,bullet% %TB,10%The monitor cost
%C,sterling%200
%C,emdash% $500 %C,emdash% but could have been
bought for %C,yen%40000 in Japan.

will be output as
• The monitor cost £200 — $500 — but could have been bought for
¥40000 in Japan.

It is possible by this means to distinguish between the three
characters -, –, and —, respectively hyphen, minus, and dash. The
first is obtained with the simple minus keystroke, the second with
%C,minus%, and the third with %C,emdash%.
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It is also possible in this way to create European characters that are
not in the usual character set. This will be illustrated below in an
example ("European Characters").
A list of the glyph-names available in most fonts is given in
Appendix E.
The alternative way refers to the character using a number, with a
%C,number%
instruction. The number can be chosen by looking in the table in
Appendix D. It refers to the "Encoding Vector" that is currently
installed in the PostScript machine for the current font, a list of 256
codes and their corresponding characters.
The example above could be given as:
%C,183% %TB,10%The monitor cost %C,163%200
%C,208% $500 %C,208% but could have been
bought for %C,165%40000 in Japan.

The advantage of using glyph-names is that the entire set of
characters in a font is available, not limited by the Encoding Vector
with its 256 allowed characters. It also removes any ambiguity
about which Encoding Vector is currently installed, giving more
reliable output. The disadvantage is that glyph-names are usually
rather longer to type than the simple numeric codes.

Gaps not to be
broken

G. Freeman

Quickscript takes the input text, and looks for spaces to break
between words, each word being fitted separately into the current
output line. If it does not fit, it is placed on the next line.
Sometimes, we do not want a word break at particular gaps.
Common examples are in telephone numbers, credit card numbers,
or between initials and a person’s surname. To prevent such breaks
from occurring, they can be represented to Quickscript with the
notation %_%, as for example in
258%_%7734
Longer spaces can be set aside with more underline characters
between the % characters.

20 Super- and Subscripts
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Pages can be numbered, if desired, with the instruction %PN%.
The page number will be placed at the upper right-hand corner of
the page, preceded by the text, "Page". Page numbering will
commence on the next page, number "2". If page numbering is to
commence at a different number, the number can be given in
%PN,number%, in which case the number will appear on the
current page.
More sophisticated page numbering or annotations are described
below in "Special page annotation and numbering".

Superscripts,
Subscripts,
Mathematics

Technical documents often need superscripts or subscripts, to
represent a number raised to a power or an instance of a set, for
example. The instruction for subscript is %V%, for superscript
%^%, and to revert to normal size %=%.
For example:
A%V%i%^%2%=%

will be output as
Ai2

Many mathematical symbols are available in the Symbol font
(Sym), as shown in Appendix D. To represent a summation
Σ8i=1( Max(0, Slopeip) )
we would give the instructions
%IT%%FN,Sym%S%FN%%W,1%%^%8
%T,?1%%V%i=1%=%( Max(0, Slope%V%i%^%p%=%) )%RO%

Although this may be somewhat daunting, piece by piece it is very
simple. The whole line is set as italic (%IT%, with %RO% at the
end), because mathematics often looks best this way. We change
font to Symbol (%FN,Sym%) and output the character "S", which
in that font is the Greek Σ. We must revert to the normal font for
the remaining output (%FN%). After the summation sign, we want
a subscript (i=1) and superscript (8), and we want them at the same
horizontal position. So we record the position (%W,1%) and return
to it (%T,?1%) after putting out the superscript (%^%8). At the
end of the subscript (%V%i=1) we need to revert to normal size
and placement (%=%).
The only tricky part of this example is the need in this case to
represent the superscript before the subscript. There is a general
rule that if we want to have both superscript and subscript with the
same horizontal alignment, then we must first request the shorter of
the strings. Otherwise, following text could overwrite earlier
output.
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Quickscript allows you to output text fully justified (ie. right and
left ends of lines aligned), centred, or right-justified, as well as the
default behaviour of left-justification. This default was chosen
because of the firm belief that ragged-right text is easier to read,
although less tidy, than fully justified text. Furthermore, if text is
output in a narrow column, the allocation of white space between
words to pad out the right margin can be quite ugly. This can be
alleviated to a limited extent by allocating some of the spare space
between characters of words, or by hyphenating long words.
Neither of these is currently done in Quickscript.
The layout instructions to select the method of text justification are:
%FJ% for full justification, %LJ% for left-justification, %CT% for
centred, and %RJ% for right-justification.
For example:
Quickscript allows you to output text fully justified (ie. right and left ends of
lines aligned), centred, or right-justified, as well as the default behaviour of
left-justification. This default was chosen because of the firm belief that
ragged-right text is easier to read, although less tidy, than fully justified text. If
text is output in a narrow column, the allocation of white space between words to
pad out the right margin can be quite ugly. This can be alleviated to a limited
extent by allocating some of the spare space between characters of words, or by
hyphenating long words. There is no hyphenation facility currently in
Quickscript, but space is sometimes apportioned between letters of words to
space them out.

is set with %FJ% preceding the text. With %CT% instead of
%FJ%, it would look like:
Quickscript allows you to output text fully justified (ie. right and left ends of
lines aligned), centred, or right-justified, as well as the default behaviour of
left-justification. This default was chosen because of the firm belief that
ragged-right text is easier to read, although less tidy, than fully justified text. If
text is output in a narrow column, the allocation of white space between words to
pad out the right margin can be quite ugly. This can be alleviated to a limited
extent by allocating some of the spare space between characters of words, or by
hyphenating long words. There is no hyphenation facility currently in
Quickscript, but space is sometimes apportioned between letters of words to
space them out.

If full-justification is being used and a block of text is to be set
using %NF% (do not fill lines, see "Not filling lines" above), this
will override the full-justification until %FI% is encountered.
There is a common need to centre or right-justify a single line or
piece of text, and separate instructions are provided for this. To
centre a line, the %CL% instruction was described above. To
right-justify a line of text, the %RL% instruction should be used
preceding the text.
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Text can be right-justified to a certain position within a line, with
%RL,pos%
where pos is the distance from the normal left margin.
Remembered positions can also be used with the "?" notation.
This feature can be useful in simple tables of numbers:
20
5000

400
7

2
7932

would be set as
%T,20%%W,1% %T,40%%W,2% %T,60%%W,3%
%RL,?1% 20 %RL,?2% 400 %RL,?3% 2
%RL,?1% 5000 %RL,?2% 7 %RL,?3% 7932

Dot Fill

There are times such as in a table of contents when the space
between two pieces of text is wanted to be filled with a repeating
character, such as dots. This is provided with
%DF,pos,ch%
where pos is the horizontal position on the current line from the left
margin that is to be filled to, and ch is the character to be used for
filling. If pos is omitted, fill occurs to the end of the line. If ch is
omitted, the normal full-stop (period) character is used.
For example, the output
1. Introduction .........................................................................
2. Simple Quickscript examples .............................................

3
15

is achieved with the instructions
%NF%
1. Introduction %DF,150%%RL%3
2. Simple Quickscript examples %DF,150%%RL%15
%FI%

Dots can be filled to a position remembered from earlier in the
document using the notation %DF,?2%, for example, if the position
was saved earlier with a %W,2%.
The character can be the actual keystroke, or a decimal numeric
code as used as used for special characters.
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The simplest way a table can be built in Quickscript is to turn off
the normal line-filling behaviour, by setting %NF% as described in
the earlier section on "not filling lines". Columns of text can be
aligned by use of %T,position% before each piece of text. The
position can be a distance in millimeters from the normal left
margin, or can be a remembered position set up at the start of the
table as described in the section "parameterized positioning" above.
An example of this is shown in a earlier section entitled
"right-justified text".
If the text of a cell could span more than one line, or if we want
boxes to be drawn around the cells, this simple approach is
cumbersome and inadequate. A more powerful scheme is available
using the instructions %ST,... to start a table, %VL... to indicate
where vertical lines are to be drawn, %HL... for horizontal lines,
%NR% to commence a new row of the table, %CO% to commence
a new column in this row, and %ET% to end a table.

Fruit

Amount

Timing

Directions

Apples

2 spoonfuls
per litre

Early June

Do not spray after bud burst.

Peaches

4 spoonfuls
per litre

May or June

May be mixed with winter
oil in the early part of the
spraying season.

Nectarines

2 spoonfuls
per litre

First spray in early June. Second spray must
not follow bud-burst, and may be combined
with an aphid treatment.

This table can be created with the instructions:
%ST,45,65,90,115,160%%VL,1,1,2,3,4,5,5%%HL2%
Fruit %CO%Amount %CO%Timing %CO%Directions
%HL%%NR%
Apples %CO%2 spoonfuls per litre %CO%Early June
%CO%Do not spray after bud burst.
%HL%%NR%
Peaches %CO%4 spoonfuls per litre %CO%May or June
%CO%May be mixed with winter oil in the early
part of the
spraying season.
%HL%%NR%
%CO,1%Nectarines %CO,2%2 spoonfuls per litre
%CO,3,4%First spray in early June. Second spray
must not
follow bud-burst, and may be combined with an
aphid treatment.
%HL2%%ET%

The %ST,45,65,90,115,160% instruction (start-table) establishes
where the column margins are. The numbers indicate distance in
millimeters from the normal left margin. Remembered positions
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can be referred to using the "?number" notation described in
"parameterized positioning" above. The number indicating the
right-hand margin of the table can be omitted, provided that the
trailing comma is present, and the page margin will be assumed
implicitly. Eg. %ST,45,65,90,115,%
The table is ended with the instruction %ET%.
%VL,1,1,2,3,4,5,5% determines which of the column margins will
have vertical lines drawn, and how thick they will be. Duplicating
a margin number doubles the line thickness.
%HL2% will cause a horizontal line of double thickness to be
drawn across the table. Normal horizontal lines are produced by
%HL%.
Text is placed in different columns of the current row in sequence,
with %CO% causing a move to the next column. A column can be
chosen explicitly by referring to the column number, as is done in
the "Nectarines" row with %CO,2%. The last cell in this line is
forced to span two columns width by giving a column range
%CO,3,4%.
Note that row depth is determined automatically by the content of
the deepest of the cells in that row.

Product
gnats
gnu

Price
gram

$13.65

each

0.01

stuffed

92.50

emur
armadillo

33.33
frozen

8.90

This more artificial example illustrates control over where
horizontal lines are placed, and control over justification of the
columns. It is produced by:
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%ST,55,80,100,120%%HL2%%VL,1,1,2,4,4%%TJ,lcr%
Product %CO,2,3%%CL%Price
%HL%%NR%
gnats %CO%gram %CO%$13.65
%HL,2,3%%NR,2%
each %CO%0.01
%HL%%NR%
gnu %CO%stuffed %CO%92.50
%HL,1%%HL,3%
%NR%
emur %CO,3%33.33
%HL%%NR%
armadillo %CO%frozen %CO%8.90
%HL2%%ET%

The text in the second column is centred while the text in the third
is right-justified. The instruction %TJ,lcr% establishes this table
justification. The lower case characters "l", "c" and "r" mean
respectively left-justified, centred, and right-justified. "f" can be
used to request full justification, though this is likely to produce
ugly results unless a column is fairly wide. As we saw in the first
example, left justification will be used if no specific rule is
requested in a %TJ instruction.
The column justification can be overridden for a particular cell, as
was achieved with the "Price" heading, which would have been
right-justified if the %CL% had been omitted before the word.
The "gnats" row has a horizontal line beneath that spans the second
and third columns only. This was produced by %HL,2,3%.
Similarly, where we did not want a line beneath "stuffed", two line
segments were requested with %HL,1%%HL,3%. A single
number following "%HL," indicates the column that is to have a
horizontal line, whereas two numbers indicate a column range.
Vertical lines do not need to be drawn at all column margins; the
third margin is omitted from the %VL list by omitting the number
"3", eg %VL,1,1,2,4,4%.

Professional typesetters use vertical and horizontal lines sparingly
in setting tables, in contrast to computer users more experienced
with spread-sheets than in visual design. Many drawn lines tend to
have a heavy and formal appearance. Compare the table below
with the earlier example.
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Amount

Timing

Directions

Apples

2 spoonfuls
per litre

Early June

Do not spray after bud burst.

Peaches

4 spoonfuls
per litre

May or June

May be mixed with winter
oil in the early part of the
spraying season.

Nectarines

2 spoonfuls
per litre

First spray in early June. Second spray must
not follow bud-burst, and may be combined
with an aphid treatment.

These table features will not handle very well large tables that span
more than a page. If text within a cell must spill onto a new page,
then subsequent cells in the same row will commence on the new
page, rather than being similarly split across the page boundary.

Most of the text of this document has been set as a table by a
different method, using a combination of the %TB , %W , %VT
and %CW instructions. Each section contains a title in the narrow
left column, and the descriptive text on the right. At the start of
each new section, the position is remembered (%W), the left
margin is fixed with %TB, the right margin with %CW, and the
heading is then placed. To place the right-hand column, we change
the left and right margins again using %TB and %CW, and set the
vertical placement of the first line using %VT to return to the
remembered position. This is a workable scheme, though is more
cumbersome than the simpler scheme described above, which
automates the margin setting. This approach has been used
because there is no way in Quickscript to place a table within a
table.

Page Header

If pages are to be output with page numbers (see %PN%), there
will be a short piece of text printed beside the number at the top of
the page. By default, this will be "Page ".
The text beside the page number can be changed using two layout
markers, %SH% and %EH%. %SH% indicates the start of header
text, and %EH% marks the end of header text. Multiple words can
be included between these markers, and it is possible to include
Quickscript layout marks such as %C for special characters. It is
not possible to include PostScript or line-breaking layout marks
within the text.
For example,
%SH%Special Features

%EH%

would cause this and following pages to have page numbers printed
as:
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Special Features 2

Text Colour

The colour used for text output can be set with the layout marker
%TC,red,green,blue%
The numbers for red, green, blue should be in the range from zero
to one. To revert to normal black text, %TC% should be used.

Background Colour

There is restricted support for a background colour for text in a
document. This is intended for use in highlighting a paragraph or
block of text. The layout marker takes the form:
%BG,red,green,blue,left,right%
The numbers for red, green, blue should be in the range from zero
to one.
Thr final two numbers indicate the left and right boundaries of the
background. The left will be subtracted from the normal left
margin of the text, and right will be added to the normal right
margin. Both are measured in millimetres. If these numbers are
omitted, the default values for them are 14 and zero printers points
respectively.
To restore the normal background, use
%BG%
It is not suitable for providing a background to a piece of text
within a paragraph; it fills an area from the left to the right margin
of the column or page. It will not work very well if there are large
changes in font size within the block of text. It will not provide a
background for illustrations that might be included. If a table is
part of the text requiring a background, any horizontal cell borders
will probably be lost by the filling operation. There is a separate
facility to fill the background of a table (%BC below).
If a whole document is to be prepared with a background colour, it
would be simpler to modify the new-page PostScript procedure
/Eject as described below, filling a rectangular area of each new
page before text is placed.
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It is possible to specify a background colour for selected cells or
columns of a table. The marker is
%BC,col1,col2,red,green,blue%
The first two numbers indicate the range of columns that are to
have their background filled. If only a single column is to have a
background, then the same number must be repeated.
Colour is given by three numbers in the range from zero to one.
To finish using the background colour for a particular column
range, use
%BC,col1,col2%
To finish using background colour in the table, simply use
%BC%
The main caution with selectively using colour in a table is that
colour should be turned on immediately after %NR or %CO, and
turned off before %NR or %CO. Also, background colour in a
table will not be handled correctly in some situations where there is
a variety of font sizes in a cell of a table.
Example:
Fruit

Amount

Timing

Directions

Apples

2 spoonfuls
per litre

Early June

Do not spray after bud
burst.

Peaches

4 spoonfuls
per litre

May or
June

May be mixed with
winter oil in the early
part of the spraying
season.

Nectarines 2 spoonfuls
per litre

First spray in early June. Second
spray must not follow bud-burst, and
may be combined with an aphid
treatment.

is created with these instructions:
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%ST,45,65,90,115,160%%VL,1,1,2,3,4,5,5%%HL2%
Fruit %CO%Amount %CO%Timing %CO%Directions
%HL%%NR%%BC,1,1,1,.8,.9%%BC,2,4,.8,1,1%
Apples %CO%2 spoonfuls per litre %CO%Early June
%CO%Do not spray after bud burst.
%BC,2,4%
%HL%%NR%
Peaches %CO%4 spoonfuls per litre %CO%May or June
%CO%May be mixed with winter oil in the early
part of the spraying season.
%HL%%NR%
%CO,1%Nectarines %CO,2%2 spoonfuls per litre
%CO,3,4%First spray in early June. Second spray
must not follow bud-burst, and may be combined
with an aphid treatment.
%BC%%HL2%
%ET%

If you need to change font size within a table where background
colour is being used, it might help to understand how Qs works in
order to find the set of instructions to do what you want.
When the %BC instruction is encountered, a shaded stripe is drawn
at the top of the table in the selected columns. The height of this
stripe is determined from the current font size. Each time a new
line is needed in a cell, a coloured stripe is drawn before any text is
output, and again, the position of the top and bottom of this stripe is
based on the current text height.
If you are going to change font size, it may be safest to first go to
the line position where the text will be output, change the size, and
then output the text in that line, restoring the original size before
going to the next line.
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Quickscript has the ability to generate a table of contents for a
document, based on markers placed within the text along with
descriptive comments to appear in the contents. Quickscript will
add the page number to the text, recording it for subsequent output
with all the other items.
An item for the contents is indicated with the markers %SC% and
%EC%, eg:
%SC%Chapter 4:

Colour separation%EC%

This text will not appear in the document at this point, but will be
held over for later output. The text may contain Quickscript layout
marks. These will have no effect locally within the document, and
are only acted on when the table of contents is printed.
Each contents line will have appended to it the text
%DF,?%%RL%

and the page number. The DF and RL layout marks are intended to
improve layout of the table when it is printed. For these to work
properly, it would be necessary to tab to a suitable position for the
end of the dots, and record it with, for example,
%T,150%%W%

before printing the contents.
The page number recorded in the index may have a chapter
abbreviation in front of it, if chapters or appendices are numbered
separately from one. This chapter abbreviation can be set up by eg:
%CA,A-%

which will cause all page numbers following this point to
commence with "A-" when they are recorded in the index or table
of contents. No blanks are allowed in this abbreviation.
At the end of the document, the table of contents could be printed
with the following:
%BD%%SZ,16%%CL%Contents
%SZ%%LT%%P%
%TB,20%%CW,140%%T,130%%W%%T%
%PC%
%TB%%CW%

The first two lines put out the heading in an appropriate style. The
third line sets the left margin (%TB,20%) and the right margin
(%CW,140%) so that the table is not too wide. Each line of the
table will have a dotted line going to a point previously recorded
using a %W%, so the remaining instructions on the third line
record a position 130 MM from the normal left margin for this
dotted line. The table of contents is printed with %PC%. Finally,
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the left and right margins are restored to their previous values
(%TB%%CW%).
The line above could be printed as:
Chapter 4: Colour separation .................................... A-37
The printed contents page will need to be moved to the start of the
printed document. Its page number will be wrong unless an extra
instruction is given before the %PC% to set the page number
correctly. If no page number is needed on the contents page, we
would give:
%PN,0%

If a large document is being written with chapters separately
prepared, then it is possible to output the table of contents in parts
to the screen or to "standard output" if a PostScript interpreter is
used. These parts would be collected from the separate chapters or
sections of the document, joined together into a single file, and
printed separately. The command to output to the screen is:
%OC%

Index

An index to a lengthy document can be built by including layout
marks and appropriate text near the section to be indexed. This text
will be recorded, and can be output at the end of the document
along with page numbers, all neatly sorted alphabetically.
To specify an item for the index, the markers %SI% and %EI% are
used around the text:
%SI%Succulent plants%EI%

This text will not be output at the current point. It will be held for
later printing or output to the screen.
The page number may have a chapter abbreviation in front of it, if
chapters or appendices are numbered separately from one. This
chapter abbreviation can be set up by eg:
%CA,3-%

which will cause all page numbers following this point to
commence with "3-". No blanks are allowed in this abbreviation.
To print the index at the end of the document, the following set of
instructions would typically be given:
%NP%%BD%%SZ,16%%CL%Index
%SZ%%LT%%P%
%NC,2%
%PI%
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%NC,1%

The first two lines put out a suitable header. The third line makes
the remainder of the page be printed using two columns. The
fourth line
%PI%

causes the index to be printed.
Text can contain layout marks. These are not acted upon until the
index is to be printed. Be aware that the sorting of the index is
based on the raw text, and that layout marks are treated as text in
the sorting process.
If the document was being built up with sections as separate
documents, the index for each section could be output to the screen
or to "standard output" for merging into a single index. This can be
done with the instruction
%OI%

It is common for the same text to appear in the table of contents
and in the index. Quickscript accepts the one text description
embedded within both index item and contents item markers:
%SC%%SI%Egyptian hieroglyphs%EI%%EC%

A single buffer is used to hold the text being recorded for later
output, so it is important that the index and contents text have a
common starting point. Do not put any text between the %SC%
and the %SI%.
The index is built in sorted order. Sorting is based on the ASCII
representation of characters, which is not always the desirable
sorting order. A major disadvantage is that all upper-case letters
precede lower-case letters. This means that a word such as
"HTML" will precede "applet" in the index. It is not easy to fix
this in Quickscript, without greatly enlarging the program.
There are two approaches you can adopt to avoid this problem. In
the first approach, when indicating the text that is to appear in the
index, always start with an upper-case letter. This will not give
ideal sorting of the remaining characters in the words, but will at
least group items sensibly based on the first character.
In the second approach, the index would be output rather than
printed, with the output collected into a file. That file could be
sorted ignoring case of the text using some sort package on your
computer, and output using Quickscript in a subsequent step. This
approach may already be necessary if a document is split into
separate files, with the index for each file merged into a single
sorted file.
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More Sophisticated Applications Embedding PostScript
Provision is made in Quickscript for PostScript code to be included in the text input itself.
One application for this is to enable Quickscript to be modified from within a document being
formated by it. In essence, Quickscript can be self-modifying, because PostScript code is
interpreted rather than compiled. Another reason for doing this is to gain access to special
PostScript features, such as modified fonts or rotated page layouts, that will be illustrated in
the examples that follow.
Two constructions can be used for including PostScript instructions in a document. The first
is the simple form:
%PS embedded PostScript %
The whole instruction must fit on the one line. It is restricted further in that it cannot use
string variables, that is, text within parentheses, with the simple def PostScript operator.
The alternative is:
%PS%
embedded PostScript
PE
This construction is unrestricted in what PostScript may be used, except that it must execute
without error. It does not have automatic access to internal Quickscript functions or variables
in the same way that the first construction does.

Double Spacing

If a document were needed to be printed double spaced, perhaps to
meet the requirements of a publisher, the command:
%PS /IlGap 2 store%%SZ,12%

would effect the change. Paragraph specifications might need to be
altered to reduce the inter-paragraph gap, which will also be almost
doubled by this instruction. The default value for parameter IlGap
is 1.17; this establishes the distance between lines based on the
font size. If the font size is 12 pt, an IlGap of 1.17 will give the
distance between baselines of 14 pt (12 x 1.17). Any interline
spacing can be set by changing this number.
A size specification must follow the PostScript for the change to
take effect.

Special page
annotation and
numbering

As was discussed earlier, the text that usually accompanies the
page number, "Page", can be changed to something more specific
to the document using %SH% and %EH% to bracket the text. This
text can include a limited set of layout marks that affect the font.
Before this text is displayed, a header prefix set of commands is
executed, which by default is
(%FN,Tim%%SZ,12%)
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The font or text size can be changed by modifying this string, eg.
%PS%
QSdict /HdrPre (%FN,Hel%%SZ,10%) put
PE

Page numbering is performed by two routines in Quickscript:
%PS%
QSdict begin
% - PrPagNum % Increment and print page number
/PrPagNum
{ IncPagNum PagCnt 1 gt NumberIt and
{ gsave WordWid SaveTempState 0 mark
HdrPre UseKwds pop pop
/PagNum PagCnt TmpS cvs store
% convert page number to integer
PagNumPos PagStr showStr PagNum show
RestoreStates pop pop RestoreTempState
/WordWid exch store grestore} if
} def
% - PagNumPos % Move to the position for page number.
/PagNumPos
{ RgtBnd PagNum stringwidth pop sub PagStr
MeasureStr sub
PagLen TopMrg sub HdrSpa add
moveto } def
end
PE

The first routine establishes whether the page number is wanted,
and outputs it on the page. The second routine determines the
position for the start of the page number text. These routines can
be changed if you want page numbers to be placed in different
positions, or if you want several text items, either as running
headers or footers to the page.
Centred Page Numbers

If page numbers were wanted centred on the page, the routine for
moving to the position for page numbering would need to be
revised. The PostScript instructions in cntpagnm.qs should be
included following Quickscript and before the document. This will
put the page number centred at the bottom of the page, and the page
heading text (PagStr) centred at the top of the page. (See %SH and
%EH for setting the header text.)
Note that it is still necessary to use the %PN% directive to request
page numbers to be included in the page.
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Documents that are to be reproduced double-sided ideally need the
page number to be on the outside of the page, ie. on the right-hand
side of odd numbered pages and on the left for even-numbered
pages. To achieve this in Quickscript, the two procedures would
need to be replaced by including the PostScript instructions in file
altpagnm.qs between Quickscript and the document.
Note that it is still necessary to use the %PN% directive to request
page numbers to be included in the page.

Landscape
orientation

If a document is to be printed sideways on a page, the PostScript
instructions in rotate.qs should be included after Quickscript and
before the document.

Layout marker
character

If the character that delimits Quickscript commands, %, is
inconvenient, another may be substituted. To change to using #
instead of %, the command would be:
%PS%
QSdict /Esc (#) put
PE

A one-line %PS instruction cannot be used because a text string is
involved. This constraint arises from the way composite objects
are handled on the stack.

Graphic Page Border

To place a border around every page, an internal routine in
Quickscript, PrPagNum, can be redefined. The normal version of
this routine is given above in "Special page annotation". In this
example, the organization name is to be placed at the bottom below
the border, and the section within the organization will be placed at
the top of the page, also outside the border:
%PS%
/Tit1 (University of Woolloomooloo) def
/Tit2 (Department of Leisure) def
/PagNumPos{295 780 moveto} def
QSdict begin
/PagStr() def
/PrPagNum
{ IncPagNum gsave WordWid SaveTempState 0 mark
% put a nice border around the page
newpath 60 36 moveto
535 60 24 -90 0 arc 535 780 24 0 90 arc
60 780 24 90 180 arc 60 60 24 180 270 arc
stroke
HdrPre UseKwds pop pop
% convert page number to integer
/PagNum PagCnt TmpS cvs def
PagNumPos PagStr showStr PagNum show
65 26 moveto Tit1 show
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65 808 moveto Tit2 show
RestoreStates pop pop RestoreTempState
/WordWid exch store grestore
} def
end
PE
%CW,161%

Clearly, any type of graphics can be placed on every page in this
way. The graphics are placed just before the page is output. In
those rare cases where the graphics must be placed before any text
on the page (such as for the word DRAFT in large grey letters
across the page), then the "Eject" routine would need to be altered
instead, or the "showpage" operator redefined (see the file
"draft.qs").

European characters

Characters in Quickscript, as in the original PostScript, are
represented with eight bits, so more modern encodings like UTF
are not supported. By default, fonts in PostScript do not use the
ISO-Latin-1 encoding either. Rather, they provide special
typesetting symbols like •, ¶, †, ‡, etc. This means that documents
prepared using a keyboard that assumes the ISO-Latin-1 encoding
will produce incorrect output. There are two ways to deal with this
when using Quickscript.
One way is to force the use of a different Encoding Vector which
recognizes the European characters instead of the typesetting
symbols. There are files provided with Quickscript to change the
encoding vector of the standard fonts: pdffnt.qs which uses
ISO-Latin-1 for most codes, but also provides the typesetting
symbols in places in the vector where control characters normally
appear; and isolatin2.qs. The special characters that are available
and their numeric codes are shown in Appendix D. This example
is based on Program 18 of the original PostScript blue book.
The file pdffnt.qs or isolatin2.qs must be sent to the printer or
interpreter following Qs and preceding the text to be output. The
European characters could then be selected using %C,code%
within the input text, or by the document containing the 8-bit code
for the Latin-1 or Latin-2 character. Eg.
Brückner
would be requested using Br%C,252%ckner. The number to use
can be determined by inspecting the numbers and character names
in the PostScript text in pdffnt.qs. The appearance of the characters
is shown in Appendix D.
The PostScript fragment pdffnt.qs or isolatin2.qs should typically
be included at the top of a document, following the Quickscript
header. It is necessary to declare which font is to be used in your
document after this program. All standard PostScript fonts (except
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for Sym and Din) will be affected by this program, so that
switching between fonts will retain a consistent character
representation.
The alternative way to specify the European characters is to refer to
them by their glyph-name rather than their identifying number:
Br%C,udieresis%ckner. With this technique, there is no need to
include pdffont.qs in the document, and the character shown will
still be independent of the font chosen. The glyph names are shown
in Appendix E.

Adding a new font
family

The names of fonts in Quickscript are set in two tables: "Font"
contains the PostScript names of the fonts that are available, and
"FontNam" contains the abbreviations by which they are known in
a Quickscript document. The names in Font come in groups of
four for the different styles, and there must always be four font
names for each family, whether there are actually four fonts or not.
At the end of these tables there are three spare slots for
abbreviations, named Uft, U2 and U3, which have corresponding
dummy names in the Font table. To install one of the fonts
described above in Quickscript, the names in the table are replaced
with the newly created font names.
Quickscript contains a procedure, "AddFont", which simplifies
registering a Quickscript abbreviated name and the associated
internal font names. This procedure adds the names to the "Font"
and "FontNam" tables.
For example, a family that is widely used is called CharterBT. If
this family was to be given the abbreviation "Cht", the following
PostScript might be used at the head of a document:
%PS%
QSdict begin
(Cht) /CharterBT-Roman /CharterBT-Italic
/CharterBT-Bold /CharterBT-BoldItalic
AddFont
end
%include
%include
%include
%include
PE

The actual font definitions are put here
fonts/Charter-Bold%
fonts/Charter-Roman%
fonts/Charter-Italic%
fonts/Charter-BoldItalic%

The internal names of the fonts must be found from within the font
files, which must be included in the document to be printed. The
program catex.c (see below) is a useful tool to pull the font files
into the document only when they are required.
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PostScript, and hence Quickscript, does not recognize TrueType
fonts. It does recognize Type 42 fonts, which have a wrapper
around the TrueType specification to harmonize with the PostScript
font interpretation. A TrueType font can be converted into Type 42
using a tool like LCDF, which is freely available on the web (see
http://www.lcdf.org/).
To use Type 42 fonts, the font files for standard, italic, bold and
bold-italic versions of the font would normally be created and these
fonts included in the document with instructions like:
%PS%
QSdict begin
Replace "Uft" with "TNR"
Replace the font names in Font
/TimesNewRomanPSMT put
/TimesNewRomanPS-ItalicMT put
/TimesNewRomanPS-BoldMT put
/TimesNewRomanPS-BoldItalicMT put

FontNam 11 (TNR) put
Font
Font
Font
Font

44
45
46
47

end

%include
%include
%include
%include
PE

The actual font definitions are put here
fonts/timesNR.t42%
fonts/timesbiNR.t42%
fonts/timesiNR.t42%
fonts/timesbNR.t42%

Again, the internal names of the fonts must be found from within
the font files. The font files must be included in the document to be
printed. In this case, we are replacing the spare Quickscript font
abbreviation "Uft" with "TNR", and the font will be identified with
the document with %FN,TNR%.

Embedded graphics

Graphics can be output. To place a solid horizontal line from the
current position:
%PS%
gsave 80 MM 0 rlineto
.5 MM setlinewidth stroke
grestore
PE
%L%

is a simple example. After a %L%, it will produce:

Any PostScript can be included in this way. If the embedded
PostScript leaves a current point in the graphics state (such as by
gsave/grestore as in the example above or by an explicit moveto at
the end), that point will be used for placing following text on the
page. If there is no current point, the last current point known to
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Quickscript will be used for following text.
It is important that embedded PostScript should not remove any
items from the stack. Some state information is held on the stack
for when Quickscript resumes. New items may be left on the stack
by the embedded Postscript, and Quickscript will simply discard
them.

External Illustration

In general it is possible to include any PostScript drawing
instruction anywhere in a Quickscript document. The most
common need is to insert an illustration that has been created with
some external drawing package or image scanner.
The general procedure is to move to a suitable place on the page,
move the origin so that the illustration does not interfere with text
on the page, output the illustration, and then restore normal
Quickscript text processing.
The general form is:
%VM,100%%PS%
gsave currentpoint translate
place the PostScript illustration here
grestore
PE

The distance moved with the %VM would have to be sufficient for
the size of the illustration. Also, the "currentpoint translate"
assumes that the illustration is set up to appear at the lower-left
corner of a page. Any other placement would require another
"translate", which may have to be established by trial and error.
It is important that PostScript instructions included in this way be
"encapsulated PostScript", that is, instructions that are capable of
being embedded within another document. This PostScript is not
allowed to include instructions that have irreversible effects on the
state of the current page being output, such as "initgraphics" or
"erasepage". It is common for packages generating illustrations to
include a "showpage" at the end. This is not in breach of
encapsulated PostScript rules, for this makes it possible to print an
EPS file by itself. However, it assumes that either the call to
"showpage" at the end of the illustration must be removed, or
"showpage" must be disabled before including the illustration in a
document. In the latter case, "showpage" would need to be
re-enabled after the illustration for Quickscript to continue to work
properly.
%VM,100%%PS%
/QsEPSsave save def currentpoint translate
/showpage {} def
place the unmodified EPS illustration here
G. Freeman
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QsEPSsave restore
PE

Because this arises so often in document preparation, a couple of
procedures have been added to Quickscript to reduce typing in a
document:
%VM,100%%PS%
EPSstart
place the unmodified EPS illustration here
EPSend
PE

Guidelines for
Embedding PostScript

With the construction
%PS%
embedded PostScript
PE
the PostScript interpreter itself will commence reading input from
the start of the line following the %PS%. Any text following
%PS% on the same line will be ignored. PE is defined as a
PostScript procedure to reinvoke Quickscript. It must not be
followed by any other text on the same line.
It is possible to redefine any of the Quickscript procedures or
values, intentionally or accidentally. If only graphic output is
intended without any side-effects, it is safest to bracket your
PostScript with "gsave" and "grestore" commands. This will
ensure that the current position is not lost in the PostScript, and that
any font, colour, or line thickness changes are local to the
embedded PostScript.
To protect against accidental changes to Quickscript procedure or
variables, they are all isolated in a separate dictionary, QSdict. If
you wish to change Quickscript from within embedded PostScript,
you should have a PostScript instruction
QSdict begin

after %PS%, and
end

before PE, as was shown in the "Special page annotation" section
above. Alternatively, the other form of embedded PostScript
%PS instructions %

should be used.
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Appendix A: Quickscript Instructions Reference Manual
%BC,col1,col2,r,g,b% Set the background colour in a table for the range of columns from
col1 to col2. The first column is column 1. r,g,b must be in the range
from zero to one in value.
%BC,col1,col2%

Turn off the background colour in the table for the range of columns
from col1 to col2.

%BC%

Turn off the background colour in the table.

%BD%

Bold typeface. To undo this command, use %LT%.

%BG,r,g,b,left,right% Set the background colour for a block of text. r,g,b must be in the
range from zero to one in value. The background will be set from the
normal left margin minus left to the normal right margin plus right.
These two distances are interpreted as millimeters; if they are omitted, 14
pp and zero respectively will be used.
%BG%

Turn off the background colour.

%C,name%

Output the character with the given name. Several characters can be
specified, with names separated by commas.
Eg. Dash — %C,emdash%
Bullet • %C,bullet%
Minus − %C,minus%
Degrees ° %C,degree%
Minutes ´ %C,acute%
Seconds ˝ %C,hungarumlaut%
Pounds £ %C,sterling%
Cents ¢ %C,cent%
Decimal point · %C,periodcentered%
See Appendix E for a list of the glyph-names.

%C,number%

Special characters can be output by specifying the decimal value of the
character in the PostScript Encoding Vector. Several numbers can be
specified, separated by commas.
Eg. Dash — %C,208%
Bullet • %C,183%
Minus − %C,177%
Degrees ˚ %C,202%
Minutes ´ %C,194%
Seconds ˝ %C,205%
Pounds £ %C,163%
Cents ¢ %C,162%
Decimal point · %C,180%
The numbers used will change if ISO Latin-1 encoding (European
Characters above) is used. See Appendix D for a list of the character
codes.
If you prefer to use octal numeric code as given in the PostScript
reference manual and elsewhere, this is possible with %C,8#number%.

%CA,text%

Contents abbreviation. This defines the text which will appear
left-abutted to the page number in a table of contents or index. It can be
used to specify a short name or number for a chapter. Eg. %CA,Ch.1-%

%CL%

Centre the single line of text that follows between the current left margin
and the current column right margin. New-line is not automatically
generated (Beware!).
It is also possible to request that the line be centred about a certain
position, with %CL,pos%, the position given as MM from the left
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margin.
%CO%

Commence a cell in a new column of the table in the current row.

%CO,n%

Commence a cell in column "n" of the table in the current row, where "n"
is a number such as 2, 3, etc.

%CO,n1,n2%

Commence a cell in column "n1" that will span the columns from "n1" to
"n2" of the table in the current row, where "n1" and "n2" are numbers
such as 2, 3, etc.

%CT%

Centre the following text between the current left and right column
margins. Text will still be measured to see how many words will fit on
each line, and lines will be broken accordingly unless deliberately broken
by some other formating instruction. Alternatives to this are FJ, LJ, or
RJ. See also CL and RL.

%CW,n%

Column width, or more correctly, position of the right-hand column
margin relative to the current left column margin, measured in
millimetres. For single-column output this is no different from the page
width. For single- or multi-column output, this enables local control of
the right margin in the same way that %TB controls the local left margin.
Its effect can be undone with %CW%, which reverts to the previous
column width. The column width can be increased or decreased by
having a "+" or "−" before the number. %CW is useful for building
tables.
This is unrelated to the "column" of a table which is specified through the
%ST and %CO instructions. It refers to the right margin of text within an
ordinary document whether the pages are multi-columnar or a single
column.

%DF,n,ch%

Dot fill using n as an optional position on the page, and ch as an optional
fill-character. It has a similar effect to %TR, but in moving rightwards to
the given position, dots are placed regularly along the current line. If the
number is not given, dots fill out to the right margin. If a character or
numeric code is given after the number, this character is used instead of a
dot.

%EC%

Stop recording text for an entry in table of contents. Add the page
number. See %SC, %PC, %OC, %CA.

%EH%

Stop recording text for the page header that will appear beside the page
number. See %SH.

%EI%

Stop recording text for an entry in the index. Add the page number. See
%SI, %PI, %OI, %CA.

%ET%

End the table, restoring column margins and justification rule to the state
prior to the table. Leave the current point at the lower right corner.

%FI%

Resume the default behaviour of output line filling (after a %NF
directive). The lines of input are split into words, and output so as to fill
the lines within the set margins.
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%FJ%

Set full-justification (left and right) for output of following text.
Alternatives to this are LJ, RJ, or CT. See also CL and RL.

%FN,name%

Change font family. The font name is given by a three or four letter
code. Unrecognized codes will be ignored.
Tim (Times)
Hel (Helvetica)
Cou (Courier)
Sym (Symbol)

%FN%

Pal (Palatino)
NewC (New Century Schoolbook)
Book (Bookman)
Ava (Avant Garde)
Cha (Zapf Chancery)
HelN (Helvetica Narrow)
Din (Zapf Dingbats)
Uft User-defined
%FN,Tim% (Times-Roman) is the default. Only the first four families
are guaranteed to be present in a PostScript machine.
If no name is given, the font in use before the last change will be used. A
history of up to eight fonts is maintained, allowing progressive undo of
font changes to a limited extent.
Earlier versions of Quickscript used this as a simple toggle between the
two most recent fonts. This behaviour can be restored by uncommenting
the line "/ToggleFont true def" near the head of Qs.

%HL%

Draw a horizontal line across the full width of the table below the current
row, or at the top if nothing has yet been placed in the table.

%HL,n%

Draw a horizontal line below cell "n" of the current row, or above if the
table is still empty.

%HL,n1,n2%

Draw a horizontal line spanning the cells "n1" to "n2" below the current
row, or at the top if nothing has yet been placed in the table.

%HLn,...%

Each of the above forms of line instruction can include a line width "n"
before the comma. %HL2% will give a double-width line; %HL3,2%
will draw a triple-width line below column two.

%IT%

"Italic", or slanted font style. To undo this command, use %RO%.

%L%

Go to the start of a new line. The horizontal position is based on the left
margin set by the most recent %TB instruction, plus the paragraph body
alignment. If no output has been placed on a page, %L% will not move
down the page.

%L,n%

Go to a new line, leaving an extra ’n’ blank lines. %L,0% is equivalent
to %L%. %L,−1% will go to the start of the current line. Fractional line
spacings are allowed.

%LJ%

Left justify the following output text. This is the default behaviour,
which is sometimes called "ragged right". Alternatives to this are FJ, RJ,
or CT. See also CL and RL.

%LP%

Move to start of the previous line. In general, this could be achieved
with %L,−2%. However, if the current position is at the top of the page,
this will have undesirable consequences which %LP% avoids.
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%LT%

Light typeface, the opposite of bold.

%NC,number%

Change the following page layout to multi-columns. number is the
number of columns. If this command is issued part way down a page, the
multi-columnar layout commences from that position, so that text above
is not overwritten.

%NC%

Go to the top of the next column. In single column layout, this will cause
a new page.

%NF%

No fill; lines input will not be reformated to fill the lines output. Each
line of input will become a separate line in output. Words are still
checked to ensure that they will fit in the output line, and a new line will
be forced if words do not fit. This is used frequently for setting poetry,
songs, program listings, addresses, and simple tables. See also %FI%
and %\%.

%NF,number%

No fill; if input lines will not fit in the space provided, the line will be
split at a word boundary, and the line continuation will be indented by
number millimeters. Remembered positions can be specified with the "?"
notation; see %W below.

%NP%

Start a new page. If no output has been placed on the current page, no
action will result.

%NR%

Start a new row of the current table, moving to the first column for
following text.

%NR,number%

Start a new row of the current table, moving to the column indicated by
the number for following text.

%OC%

Output the text for the table of contents to the screen or standard output.
See also %PC.

%OI%

Output the text for the index to the screen or standard output. See also
%PI.

%P%

Start a new paragraph. The parameters of the paragraph will be the same
as the previous paragraph.
By default, paragraphs have the body aligned with the left margin; there
is no first line indentation; a blank line is left between paragraphs; and a
new paragraph will not start within two lines of the bottom of the page,
but instead be placed at the top of the next page.

%P,n1,n2,n3,n4%
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Start a new paragraph. Set the body alignment n1 MM to the right of the
current tab margin. Indent the first line relative to the body by n2 MM.
Set the inter-paragraph gap to one plus n3 blank lines; setting n3 to 0
will leave a single blank line between paragraphs, and setting n3 to −1
will cause new paragraphs to commence on a new line with no
intervening blank line. Set the minimum acceptable distance from the
bottom of the page for the start of a new paragraph to n4 MM; the
default n4 is 30 MM. If the distance n4 is more easily measured as a
number of inter-line gaps, this can be done by preceding the number with
the character "L".
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Any of the numeric fields can be altered without affecting the others, by
simply not providing numbers for the unchanging field. Eg. %P,,,−1%
will go to a new paragraph, leave unchanged the body alignment and first
line indentation, and set the inter-paragraph gap to zero (1−1) lines.
Typical uses of these controls are:
%P,,10%
will cause paragraphs to have their first lines indented by
10 MM, but normal body alignment.
%P,20,0%
would be used for including a quotation in a body of text.
The whole quotation would be indented relative to the
main text.
%P,0,0,0% would restore paragraph layout to the default.
%P,15,−15% would have a hanging first line. The body is indented 15
MM, but the first line is aligned with the normal margin.
This is useful for references, or for drawing attention to
the first word of a paragraph.
If no output has been placed on a page, a new paragraph request will not
move the current point down the page.
See also %PF to set paragraph style without commencing a new
paragraph.
%PC%

Print the table of contents in the document at this point. Each line of the
contents will contain the markers %DF,?%%RL% before the page
number. This will give a dotted line from the text to a horizontal position
that must already have been set up with a %W%. The page number will
be right-justified within the column. It may be necessary to use a
narrower column (see %CW) to improve appearance. It will also be
necessary to change the current page number (%PN) if this page is to be
inserted early in the document.

PE

Flag the end of embedded PostScript; the following text will be
processed normally by Quickscript. Note the absence of % delimiting
characters. This is actually a PostScript procedure within Quickscript.

%PF,n1,n2,n3,n4% Modify the attributes of this and following paragraphs, but do not force a
new paragraph immediately. The numbers are the same as for the %P%
command. It is used mostly to modify the next inter-paragraph gap or
the body alignment of the remainder of this paragraph, and is particularly
useful in tables where the text in each cell is to commence at the top of
its area, but the cells are to have different first line indentation or body
alignment.
%PH,n1,n2,n3,n4% This is the same as the %P% command, except that the minimum
distance from the bottom of the page is increased to 2.5 times the normal
distance. This makes it suitable before a paragraph heading, where space
for the heading and some of the following paragraph must be guaranteed.
%PI%
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Print the index at this point in the document. Each item will be on a new
line. Multi-column (%NC) format should be set first to improve layout.
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%PM,l,r,t,b%

Set the page margins, the distance from the page edges to the text
margins. By default, these are 25, 19, 25, 19 MM for left, right, top and
bottom. Numbers omitted are left unchanged. Current point is not
altered (so a %VT may be needed following this at the start of a
document).

%PN%

Number the pages, starting at page two on the following page.

%PN,number%

Number the pages, starting with the given number on the current page. If
the number is zero, page numbering will be disabled.

%PS commands% Execute the PostScript commands that follow %PS (beware strings).
Eg. %PS /IlGap 1.8 def%%SZ,12%
will cause text to be output double spaced. This means of embedding
raw PostScript instructions within a document is suitable if the
instructions can be fitted into a single input line. It allows access to the
Quickscript procedures and variables. It is unsuitable for changing the
content of text strings. (The %SZ command is required in the above
example because the line spacing is calculated from the inter-line gap and
the text size, and just altering the inter-line gap factor will not directly
alter line spacing.)
%PS%

The following input text will be interpreted as embedded PostScript by
the PostScript interpreter. Anything following on the current input line is
ignored. To revert to normal text processing by Quickscript, use the PE
PostScript command. The Quickscript environment is no longer current,
so accidental redefinition of names of Quickscript procedures or
variables is prevented. If you need access to them, the Quickscript
dictionary must be used, either with
QSdict begin...end

or
QSdict /name value put

%RJ%

Right justify the following output text. Alternatives to this are FJ, LJ, or
CT. See also CL and RL.

%RL%

The remainder of the line, or all characters up to the next positioning
Quickscript command on the current input line, are to be right-justified
on the output line.
If the text is to be right-justified to a certain position, this can be done
with %RL,pos%, the position in MM.

%RO%

"Roman", or normal vertical font style, the opposite of Italic.

%SC%

Start recording text to make an item in the table of contents. See %EC,
%OC, %PC, %CA.

%SH%

Start recording text for the page header, to appear beside the page
number. See %EH.

%SI%

Start recording text to make an item in the index. See %EI, %OI, %PI,
%CA.
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Set the font height in printer’s points, but do not alter the inter-line
spacing.
If no number is given, the size in use before the last change will be used.
A history of the most recent eight sizes is maintained, allowing
progressive undo of size changes to a limited extent.
Earlier versions of Quickscript used this as a simple toggle between the
two most recent sizes. This behaviour can be restored by uncommenting
the line "/ToggleFont true def" near the head of Qs.

%ST,pos,pos,pos...% Start a table based on the given positions that define the margins of
each column. The position is measured in MM from the normal left
margin, or can be remembered positions (see %W% below). Text
following this will be placed in the first column. A trailing comma
signifies the right margin of the page. See %CO% to change column,
%VL% to draw vertical lines separating selected columns, %HL% to
draw horizontal lines below a row, %TJ% to set the justification rule for
the columns, %NR% to commence a new row, and %ET% to end a table.
%SZ,number%

%SZ%

Set the font height in printer’s points. A printer’s point is 1/72 of an
inch. Inter-line spacing is 1.17 times the chosen height. Default size is
12 on 14.
If no number is given, the size in use before the last change will be used.
A history of the most recent eight sizes is maintained, allowing
progressive undo of size changes to a limited extent.
Earlier versions of Quickscript used this as a simple toggle between the
two most recent sizes. This behaviour can be restored by uncommenting
the line "/ToggleFont true def" near the head of Qs.

%T,n%

%T%

Move horizontally to the position, measured in millimetres, relative to
the default left margin, on the current line only. It provides a local "go
to".
For details of %T,?%, see %W% below.
If no number is given, go to the current left margin, as set in the most
recent %TB plus the current paragraph body alignment.

%T,+n%

Move horizontally to the position, measured in millimeters, relative to
the current left margin, on the current line only.

%TB,number%

Move to a new left-hand tab margin, measured in millimetres, relative to
the default left margin. All following text will be set to this margin.
Paragraph alignment will be relative to this position, so
%TB,10%%P,5% will have the paragraph aligned to 15 MM from the
normal left margin. %P,5%%TB,10% will have the same effect, except
that the first line of this paragraph will commence 10 MM from the
normal left margin, because the %TB sets the new margin as well as an
immediate repositioning.
For details of %TB,?%, see %W% below.
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%TB%

Revert to the previous left margin, saving the current margin in case a
%TB% is again encountered.

%TB,+n%

Move to and set a new left-hand tab margin, measured in millimeters,
relative to the current left margin, remembering the old one.

%TC,r,g,b%

Set the colour for following text. r,g,b must be in the range from zero to
one.

%TC%

Restore the text colour to black.

%TJ,chars%

Set the justification rule to apply to each column of the current table.
The rule is specified as a lower-case character: ’l’ for left justified (the
default), ’c’ for centred, ’r’ for right-justified, and ’f’ for fully justified
(ie both left and right). The characters are not separated by commas.
%TJ,ccr% would mean that the first and second columns were to be
centred, and the third right-justified.

%TR,n%

Move horizontally rightwards to the position, measured in millimeters,
relative to the default left margin, on the current line only. If the current
position is already to the right of this position, do not move left; current
position will be unchanged. Remembered positions can be specified with
the "?" notation; see %W below.

%TR,+n%

Move horizontally rightwards to the position, measured in millimeters,
relative to the current left margin, on the current line only.

%V%

Make the following text a subscript. It is not possible for subscripts
themselves to have subscripts or superscripts. The end of the subscript is
indicated by %=%.

%VL,n1,n2,...%

Record the table boundary positions where vertical lines are to be drawn,
eg %VL,1,2,5% will draw vertical lines at the first, second and fifth table
margins defined in the most recent %ST instruction. Numbers can be
repeated, indicating that those lines are to have double thickness:
%VL,1,1,1,5,5,5% will place thick boundaries at the first and fifth
margins, but not at intervening positions. Vertical line information is
cleared by a %ST instruction, so %VL must be placed after the start of
the table. Vertical line placement can be modified within a table.

%VL%

Do not draw vertical lines in the table.

%VM,n%

Vertical move from the present position, to the start of the line the
requested number of millimeters below. If the new position is below the
bottom margin, go to a new page and move down the requested distance.
It guarantees that an unbroken space of the requested size is left. If the
current position is not at the start of a line, it will be moved to the start of
the next line before moving down the requested distance.
If you know how many lines rather than millimeters are to be left empty,
this can specified with an "L" before the number (%VM,L−2% will move
up by 2 lines.
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%VM can be used to prevent widow lines at the start of a section or
paragraph that might fall at the end of a page. Eg. %VM,20%%VM,-20%
will go to the start of a line with at least 20 MM clear space below it. If
there is not 20 MM at the foot of a page, it will go to the top of the next
page.
%VT,n%

Vertical tab: Go to the start of a new line at the given position from the
top of the page, measured in millimeters.
%VT,0% moves to the start position on the page. This will vary in
response to current font size, to prevent large text from going beyond the
strict page limits.
It is also possible to move to a line number remembered from a %W
command using the "?" notation.

%W%

Record the X,Y coordinates of the current position for later use. The
position is referred to with the character ’?’ in VT, T, TB, TR, DF, RL, P,
PH, ST, CL or NF instructions. Eg. %W% at a point in a document will
record the position so that %T,?% subsequently will tab across to the
same horizontal position, and %VT,?% will move to the same vertical
position. In use with %P, only the body alignment can be set this way.

%W,number%

Record the X,Y coordinates of the current position, to be identified with
the given number. It may be referred to in VT, T, TB, TR, DF, RL, P,
PH, ST, CL or NF instructions with ’?number’.
Eg. Very simple tables can be set up by defining tab positions, say at 10
MM, 50 MM, and 100 MM. These positions are recorded with
%T,10%%W,1% %T,50%%W,2% %T,100%%W,3%

The data in the table is then set by referring in turn to the positions as
%T,?1%

%T,?2%

%T,?3%

If a column is subsequently found to be too narrow, it can be widened by
changing the numbers in the one line where the settings are recorded.
In general, the %ST method of creating a table is greatly superior to
simple use of remembered positions. Up to fifty positions can be
remembered in this way.
%\%

Ignore any following text on the line. This enables comments to be
included in a document. If "no fill" (%NF) applies, treat the following
line as a continuation of the current one.

%_%

Output a blank character, and do not allow the space to be the place
where a line break occurs. Sometimes, spaces are wanted within a word,
eg. a telephone number 268 8111. To ensure that no line break occurs at
the gap, it is represented by 268%_%8111. If more than one space is
wanted, a number may be given: eg. %_,3%.

%^%

Make the following text a superscript. It is not possible for superscripts
themselves to have subscripts or superscripts. The end of the superscript
is indicated by %=%.
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%=%

Return to normal size and position after super- or subscript.

%%

Output a % symbol. Whatever character is used to mark Quickscript
layout instructions (% by default), then repeating the character enables it
to be output in ordinary text.
In many situations, a single % can be typed and it will be treated as a
single character to be output. However, Quickscript will look at the next
character to see if it can be interpreted as a layout command, and if so, all
following characters up to the next % will be taken to be part of that
command.

Any of the parameters or procedures of Quickscript may be altered, either in the original
program, or within a text document using embedded PostScript. They are all held in the
QSdict dictionary. The ones most eligible for change are:
IlGap

The inter-line gap factor, or leading; the multiplier setting the gap
between lines in relation to the font size. By default it is set to 1.17. As
mentioned in the example in %PS above, changing this number must be
followed by a %SZ command in order to take effect.

PagStr

The text string output with page numbers. By default, this is (Page ).
This is changed by putting text between %SH% and %EH% layout
markers, or with the %PS% form of embedded PostScript:
Eg. %PS%
QSdict /PagStr (Technical Report
PE

) put

PagLen

Length of the piece of paper. 297 MM for A4 paper, but if the output is
to be in landscape mode, 210 MM; 280 MM (11 Inch) for US letter, or
217 MM (8.5 Inch) in landscape mode.

PagWid

Width of the piece of paper. 210 MM for A4 paper, but if the output is to
be in landscape mode, 297 MM; 217 MM (8.5 Inch) for US letter, or 280
MM (11 Inch) if output is in landscape mode. It is used initially to
calculate the printable width, establishing the left and right margins.
Subsequently, printable width is set within a document with the %PM
command.

ColGap

Width of the gap between columns in a multi-column output. 5 MM by
default.

TRowSp

Width of the extra space added between rows in a table, as a multiple of
the inter-line gap. 0.4 by default.

TColSp

Width of the extra space added between columns in a table. 2 MM by
default.

Esc

The character for delimiting layout instructions. In this document we
have used %, but any ASCII character could be used, printable or
otherwise. Printable characters are usually easier to edit in a text
document. However, care is then needed if that character is likely to
occur in the natural text and be misinterpreted as part of a layout
instruction. Non-printable characters can be used, but are hard to edit
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unless the editor is able to display them in some way.
HdrPre

The font style and size for the page number and associated text. By
default, it is defined with:
/HdrPre (%FN,Tim%%SZ,12%%RO%%LT%) def

Eject

The procedure that is called to go to a new page. The default procedure
is as follows:
/Eject
{ PrPagNum showpage NCol 1 gt {SetCol} if ToTop } def

PrPagNum is the procedure called to increment the page number, and
output it with a piece of text at the top of the page if the flag NumberIt is
true.
If the number of columns is greater than 1, routine SetCol is called to
ensure that output will commence in the left-most column. Finally, in
procedure ToTop, the starting position is set to the top of the page.
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Appendix B Quickscript Files
All ".qs" files described below should follow the Qs file and either precede the document, or
be included within the document at the appropriate position.
Qs

The Quickscript program.

rotate.qs

The PostScript fragment to modify Quickscript to rotate every
page so that output is in landscape format rather than portrait
format.

rotaten.qs

Similar to rotate.qs, this will present the page in landscape
format. It rotates the page in the opposite direction.

border.qs

Example PostScript routine to modify Quickscript, adding a
border with rounded corners to each page.

pdffnt.qs

The PostScript fragment to modify the character encodings of
the standard PostScript fonts so that western European
characters are available using the correct ISO character codes.
This differs from the standard ISOLatin1Encoding in that
typesetting characters like ellipsis, trademark, florin, dagger,
bullet which are not included in the ISO set are also provided.

isolatin2.qs

The PostScript fragment to modify the character encodings of
the standard PostScript fonts so that they use an ISO-Latin-2
encoding vector. Composite characters are created from the
accent marks and the base characters.

altpagnm.qs

The PostScript routine to change the Quickscript behaviour to
alternate page numbering from left to right side of page. It is
also necessary to include %PN% for page numbers to appear.

cntpagnm.qs

The PostScript routine to change the position of page numbers
so that they will be centred at the top of the page. It is also
necessary to include %PN% for page numbers to appear.

pagrange.qs

Restrict the pages output to those between certain limits
specified in the file. The file must be edited each time it is used
to set the desired limits.

2col.qs, 3col.qs

Print the document on a landscape page in two or three columns,
suitable for producing a simple leaflet.

2colleaf.qs

Print the document in two columns suitable for folding as a
simple leaflet. The paper will need to be trimmed at the trim
marks.

3narrowcols.qs

Print the document on a portrait page in three narrow columns,
using Courier font and No-Fill mode, printing the text exactly as
it is in the file.

2p.qs, 2pend

Print the document two pages per sheet, side-by-side. File
"2pend" should be concatenated to the end of the document to
ensure that nothing is missing from the last page.
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A version of the UNIX cat command that concatenates several
files into one and writes the result to standard output. This
version examines the content of every file, looking instructions
to include other files at that point. It allows macros to be
defined, simplifying the preparation of Quickscript documents.
It also allows the current date to be generated automatically. It
is described more fully below.
This is an extremely useful tool with Quickscript since it
removes the necessity for including the above PostScript pieces
explicitly in every document that uses them. It also enables
PostScript drawing instructions for externally prepared diagrams
to be held as separate files, rather than being embedded within
the document where they will ultimately appear. If the included
file is modified, the whole document will automatically reflect
the change when next printed.

macros.qs

Example of how macros can be used with catex. This example
shows how to set up a structured document containing sections,
dot-lists, and hanging first line lists which can be embedded.

userdoc2.qs

The source of this document. To print this document, you
should send Qs and this document to a PostScript printer.

qscharcodes2.html

A document showing the numeric codes and names of all the
special characters in standard PostScript fonts.

qsmarks.html

An alphabetical list of the Quickscript layout marks.

qsmarktypes.html

A categorized list of the Quickscript layout marks.

qsmodify.html

A description of how Quickscript works, which would be useful
if you wanted to make changes to Quickscript.
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(Concatenate and expand files)

This C program requires the names of one or more files as arguments, and will copy
each of them in turn to standard output, eg
catex file1 file2

>tempfile

The single file ("tempfile" in this case) will contain the contents of "file1" and "file2".
In the process of copying the files, certain special text strings are scanned for and
processed without copying verbatim.
File inclusion
If the string %include name% is found, the name is interpreted as a file name; reading
of the original file is suspended, and the new file is inserted in the output stream.
A file being included will itself be checked in the same way as the original file for
occurrences of instructions such as %include newname% and such new files will be
inserted appropriately. Calls to include files can be nested to any depth.
A file-name is interpreted relative to the file from which it was called, and simple
names are interpreted as being in the same directory. Names beginning with ’..’ are
interpreted as being in a higher level directory.
Current date
A string %DATE% within a file will be replaced by the current local date.
Macro definition and invocation
Macros can be defined using the form %DM,name:string:%, and such strings will not be
copied to the output. These set up text substitutions that will apply to the remainder of
the document.
Such macros can be invoked with %M,name%, so that this text will be replaced by the
string in the definition. Invocation is recursive, by which I mean that the replacement
text is not simply copied directly to standard output, but instead is processed as the
input stream. Within this replacement text may be other macro invocations
(%M,othername%), new macro definitions, or %include.. directives. (A macro cannot
be redefined within its own body; our simple syntax will not allow colons to appear in
the ’string’ part of a definition).
A situation where macros might be useful is if we wanted to use two paragraph styles
within the one document. Paragraphs have four attributes, the body alignment, the first
line indentation, the inter-paragraph gap, and the minimum distance from the bottom of
the page for the start of a new paragraph. If we needed to use the style of paragraph
with indented first line for most of the document, but in some areas to switch to a
hanging first line style for numbered points, we could define two macros for each style:
%DM,Num:%P,15,-10,-.5%:%
%DM,Par:%P,0,5,0%:%

Then to commence a normal paragraph, we would use %M,Par%, and commence a
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numbered paragraph, %M,Num%. The parameters of the two styles would be defined
once, and we could switch between the two styles as needed without needing to
remember to reset the parameters of the original style at the end of a section.
Similar styles can be set up for section titles, where a little extra space before the title, a
change in font size and paragraph style, and the use of bold will be used systematically
for all headings throughout the document.
%DM,Head:%L%%SZ,16%%PH,0,0,0%%BD%:%
%DM,Body:%SZ,11%%P,0,0,0%%LT%:%

A file is provided (macros.qs) which contains a set of macro definitions that are useful
for structured documents, with lists possibly containing sub-lists. In this way, a layout
style can be established in the one place, so that measurements of offsets or indentations
do not need to be actually used within the document.
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(structured documents)

macros.qs is an example of how macros can be used with the catex program. A set of
Quickscript instructions is given a simple synonym, reducing the amount of typing and
in this case allowing most features of a document style affecting size or alignment of
text to be held in a single file, avoiding repetition of the same information within a
document.
The following macros are given:
%M,Title%

Very large, bold, centred line of text at the top of the page.

%M,Section%

Large, bold text, separated from previous text by a larger
inter-paragraph gap, and suitable to head a new major section of the
document.

%M,Head%

Large, bold text, separated from previous text by a larger
inter-paragraph gap, and suitable for a sub-heading which will not
interfere with the surrounding paragraph layout.

%M,Body%

Normal text, preceded by a paragraph gap.

%M,Note%

Small, bold text, intended as a heading for "Detail" text, preceded by
an inter-paragraph gap.

%M,Detail%

Smaller text, for giving explanatory detail about material given earlier,
starting with an inter-paragraph gap.

%M,Small%

Very small text at the current point in the document. This can be
undone with %SZ%.

%M,DList%

Start of a list of dot-points, with the first bullet placed.

%M,DP%

Next dot-point in the current list.

%M,DEnd%

End of the list of dot-points.

%M,List%

Start of a list, using a hanging first line style. Use either %T% or
%L% according to preference to enlarge on the hanging text. Use
%P% to go to the next list item.

%M,LEnd%

End of a list using hanging first line style.

%M,Code%

The following test is to be output using a monospaced font a little
smaller than the normal text.

%M,Norm%

Mark the end of "Code", reverting to previous font and size.
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%M,Asis%

Treat all white space and new-lines as intended in the output.

%M,Fmt%

Ignore new-line characters, filling the output lines except when layout
marks indicate otherwise.

%M,1% to %M,10% Output the number as white within a black circle.
%M,mi%

Minus sign.

%M,rarrw%

Right-pointing arrow.

Tabs are preset to positions every 15 MM, accessible using %T,?1% etc. using numbers
from 1-4 and then from 15-19.
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Appendix C Other Useful Software
ghostscript

A PostScript previewer is an invaluable tool to assist in developing
Quickscript documents. "ghostscript" or its related versions
"gsview" and "ghostview", is particularly recommended, and it will
run on most platforms. Versions of it are freely available from
many sites, including
http://ghostscript.com/
To preview a Quickscript document with ghostscript, copy
Quickscript and your document into a single file, and type
gs yourfilename

As well as checking layout, ghostscript allows non-PostScript
printers to be used for printing PostScript documents and
Quickscript files. There are drivers included for most types of
printer.
Ghostscript has a component for converting a PostScript file into a
PDF (portable document format) file. PDF files are binary, and are
usually much smaller than PostScript. They are intended for
viewing with a PDF viewer, such as Acrobat or Acroread, which is
freely available from Adobe Systems, and which can be easily set
up to be called directly by a web browser if a fetched document is
in PDF format.
The ghostscript tool ps2pdf will create a PDF file. It is structured
as separate pages which can be accessed in any order. This means
for the Quickscript user that there is an easy mechanism to convert
a Quickscript document into a form viewable by a web browser.
However, it is not possible to include hot links within the document
as it is in binary format.
There is also a tool pdf2ps which will generate a PostScript file
from a PDF file. Combined use of these two tools gives a way of
converting a Quickscript document into one structured with distinct
pages but still in PostScript format. This can be a useful way to
prepare lecture material.
Another tool in ghostscript is ps2epsi which produces a document
in EPS format, suitable for including within another PostScript
document, with bounding-box dimensions at the top, and other
comments giving an image representation of the document which
can be viewed in some document preparation systems.
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Appendix D Special Characters in PostScript Fonts
Almost all fonts contain the following characters, accessible with their numeric codes:
161
169
178
187
197
207
241

¡
'
†
»
¯
ˇ
æ

162
170
179
188
198
208
245

¢
“
‡
…
˘
—
ı

163
171
180
189
199
225
248

£
«
·
‰
˙
Æ
ł

164
172
182
191
200
227
249

⁄
‹
¶
¿
¨
ª
ø

165
173
183
193
202
232
250

¥
›
•
`
˚
Ł
œ

166
174
184
194
203
233
251

ƒ
fi
‚
´
¸
Ø
ß

167
175
185
195
205
234

§
fl
„
ˆ
˝
Œ

168
177
186
196
206
235

¤
–
”
˜
˛
º

133
141
149
157
167
176
184
192
200
208
216
224
232
240
248

–
“
Ł
š
§
°
¸
À
È
Ð
Ø
à
è
ð
ø

If the program "pdffnt.qs" is run, the special characters will change to the following:
28
134
142
150
158
168
177
185
193
201
209
217
225
233
241
249

˝
ƒ
”
Œ
ž
¨
±
¹
Á
É
Ñ
Ù
á
é
ñ
ù

30
135
143
151
161
169
178
186
194
202
210
218
226
234
242
250

˚
⁄
‘
Š
¡
©
²
º
Â
Ê
Ò
Ú
â
ê
ò
ú

128
136
144
152
162
170
179
187
195
203
211
219
227
235
243
251

•
‹
’
Ÿ
¢
ª
³
»
Ã
Ë
Ó
Û
ã
ë
ó
û

129
137
145
153
163
171
180
188
196
204
212
220
228
236
244
252

†
›
‚
Ž
£
«
´
¼
Ä
Ì
Ô
Ü
ä
ì
ô
ü

130
138
146
154
164
172
181
189
197
205
213
221
229
237
245
253

‡
−
™
ı
¤
¬
µ
½
Å
Í
Õ
Ý
å
í
õ
ý

131
139
147
155
165
174
182
190
198
206
214
222
230
238
246
254

…
‰
fi
ł
¥
®
¶
¾
Æ
Î
Ö
Þ
æ
î
ö
þ

132
140
148
156
166
175
183
191
199
207
215
223
231
239
247
255

—
„
fl
œ
¦
¯
·
¿
Ç
Ï
×
ß
ç
ï
÷
ÿ

For eastern European languages, the file "isolatin2.qs" will give these special characters:
161
169
177
185
193
201
209
217
225
233
241
249
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Š
ą
š
Á
É
Ń
Ů
á
é
ń
ů

162
170
178
186
194
202
210
218
226
234
242
250

˘
Ş
˛
ş
Â
Ę
Ň
Ú
â
ę
ň
ú

163
171
179
187
195
203
211
219
227
235
243
251

Ł
Ť
ł
ť
Ă
Ë
Ó
Ű
ă
ë
ó
ű

164
172
180
188
196
204
212
220
228
236
244
252

¤
Ź
´
ź
Ä
Ě
Ô
Ü
ä
ě
ô
ü

165
173
181
189
197
205
213
221
229
237
245
253

Ľ
ľ
˝
Ĺ
Í
Ő
Ý
ĺ
í
ő
ý

166
174
182
190
198
206
214
222
230
238
246
254

Ś
Ž
ś
ž
Ć
Î
Ö
Ţ
ć
î
ö
ţ

167
175
183
191
199
207
215
223
231
239
247
255

§
Ż
ˆ
ż
Ç
Ď
×
ß
ç
ď
÷
˙

168
176
184
192
200
208
216
224
232
240
248

¨
°
¸
Ŕ
Č
Ð
Ř
ŕ
č
ð
ř
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The Symbol font contains the following characters:
α
β
χ
δ
a
b
c
d
ι
ϕ
κ
λ
i
j
k
l
θ
ρ
σ
τ
q
r
s
t
ψ
ζ
y
z
A Α
B Β
C Χ
D ∆
Ι
ϑ
Λ
I
J
K Κ
L
Σ
Τ
Q Θ
R Ρ
S
T
Ζ
Y Ψ
Z
0
1
2
3
0
1
2
3
8
9
!
∀
8
9
!
"
∋
(
)
∗
’
(
)
*
.
:
;
<
.
:
;
<
[
∴
]
⊥
[
\
]
^
}
∼
}
~
161 ϒ
162 ′
163 ≤
164 ⁄
169 ♥
170 ♠
171 ↔
172 ←
177 ±
178 ″
179 ≥
180 ×
185 ≠
186 ≡
187 ≈
188 …
193 ℑ
194 ℜ
195 ℘
196 ⊗
201 ⊃
202 ⊇
203 ⊄
204 ⊂
209 ∇
210 
211 
212 
217 ∧
218 ∨
219 ⇔
220 ⇐
225 〈
226 
227 
228 
233 
234 
235 
236 
241 〉
242 ∫
243 ⌠
244 
249 
250 
251 
252 
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e
m
u

ε
µ
υ

f
n
v

φ
ν
ϖ

g
o
w

γ
ο
ω

h
p
x

η
π
ξ

E
M
U

Ε
Μ
Υ

F
N
V

Φ
Ν
ς

G
O
W

Γ
Ο
Ω

H
P
X

Η
Π
Ξ

4
#
+
=
_

4
#
+
=
_

5
$
>
‘

5
∃
−
>


6
%
/
?
{

6
%
/
?
{

7
&
,
@
|

7
&
,
≅
|

165
173
181
189
197
205
213
221
229
237
245
253

∞
↑
∝

⊕
⊆
∏
⇑
∑

⌡


166
174
182
190
198
206
214
222
230
238
246
254

ƒ
→
∂

∅
∈
√
⇒





167
175
183
191
199
207
215
223
231
239
247
255

♣
↓
•
↵
∩
∉
⋅
⇓




168
176
184
192
200
208
216
224
232
240
248

♦
°
÷
ℵ
∪
∠
¬
◊
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Most machines also provide the ZapfDingbats font:
❁
❂
❃
❄
a
b
c
d
❉
❊
❋
●
i
j
k
l
❑
❒
▲
▼
q
r
s
t
❙
❚
y
z
A ✡
B ✢
C ✣
D ✤
✩
✪
✬
I
J
K ✫
L
✳
✴
Q ✱
R ✲
S
T
✺
Y ✹
Z
✐
✑
✒
✓
0
1
2
3
✘
✙
✁
✂
8
9
!
"
✇
✈
✉
☛
’
(
)
*
✎
✚
✛
✜
.
:
;
<
✻
✼
✽
✾
[
\
]
^
❝
❞
}
~
161 ❡
162 ❢
163 ❣
164 ❤
169 ♦
170 ♥
171 ♠
172 ①
177 ⑥
178 ⑦
179 ⑧
180 ⑨
185 ❹
186 ❺
187 ❻
188 ❼
193 ➁
194 ➂
195 ➃
196 ➄
201 ➉
202 ➊
203 ➋
204 ➌
209 ➑
210 ➒
211 ➓
212 ➔
217 ➙
218 ➚
219 ➛
220 ➜
225 ➡
226 ➢
227 ➣
228 ➤
233 ➩
234 ➪
235 ➫
236 ➬
241 ➱
242 ➲
243 ➳
244 ➴
249 ➹
250 ➺
251 ➻
252 ➼
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e
m
u

❅
❍
◆

f
n
v

❆
■
❖

g
o
w

❇
❏
◗

h
p
x

❈
❐
❘

E
M
U

✥
✭
✵

F
N
V

✦
✮
✶

G
O
W

✧
✯
✷

H
P
X

★
✰
✸

4
#
+
=
_

✔
✃
☞
✝
✿

5
$
>
‘

✕
✄
✍
✞
❀

6
%
/
?
{

✖
☎
✏
✟
❛

7
&
,
@
|

✗
✆
✌
✠
❜

165
173
181
189
197
205
213
221
229
237
245
253

❥
②
⑩
❽
➅
➍
→
➝
➥
➭
➵
➽

166
174
182
190
198
206
214
222
230
238
246
254

❦
③
❶
❾
➆
➎
↔
➞
➦
➮
➶
➾

167
175
183
191
199
207
215
223
231
239
247
255

❧
④
❷
❿
➇
➏
↕
➟
➧
➯
➷

168
176
184
192
200
208
216
224
232
240
248

♣
⑤
❸
➀
➈
➐
➘
➠
➨
➸

á
ăÁ
âĂ
äÂ
àÄ
āÀ
ąĀ
åĄ
ãÅ
ćÃ
čĆ
çČ
ĉÇ
Ĉ
ď
éĎ
ĕÉ
ěĔ
êĚ
ëÊ
èË
ēÈ
ęĒ
ğĘ
ĝĞ
ħĜ
ĥĦ
ĺĸĴĵĨĩĮįĪīÌìİÏïÎîĬĭÍíĤ
ľĹ
ŀĽ
łĿ
ńŁ
Ń
ňŉ
ñŇ
ŋÑ
óŊ
ŏÓ
ôŎ
őÔ
öŐ
òÖ
ōÒ
øŌ
õØ
ŕÕ
řŔ
śŘ
šŚ
şŠ
ŝŞ
ŧßſŜ
ťŦ
ðŤ
þÐ
úÞ
ŭÚ
ûŬ
űÛ
üŰ
ùÜ
ūÙ
ųŪ
ůŲ
ũŮ
Ũ
ŵ
ýŴ
ŷÝ
ÿŶ
źŸ
žŹ
Ž
æ
Æ
ﬁ
ﬂ
ĳ
Ĳ
œ
°§¶‡†•¦Œ
×
÷
−
⁄±
∞
≥
≤
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Appendix E Glyph Names commonly found in fonts
aacute á
Acircumflex Â
amacron ā
Aring Å
ccaron č
Ccircumflex Ĉ
ebreve ĕ
Ecircumflex Ê
emacron ē
Gbreve Ğ
hcircumflex ĥ
Ibreve Ĭ
Idotaccent İ
iogonek į
Jcircumflex Ĵ
Lcaron Ľ
nacute ń
ntilde ñ
oacute ó
Ocircumflex Ô
ograve ò
Oslash Ø
Racute Ŕ
Sacute Ś
scircumflex ŝ
Tbar Ŧ
thorn þ
Ubreve Ŭ
udieresis ü
Umacron Ū
utilde ũ
yacute ý
ydieresis ÿ
zcaron ž
fl ﬂ

Aacute Á
adieresis ä
Amacron Ā
atilde ã
Ccaron Č
dcaron ď
Ebreve Ĕ
edieresis ë
Emacron Ē
gcircumflex ĝ
Hcircumflex Ĥ
icircumflex î
igrave ì
Iogonek Į
kgreenlandic ĸ
ldot ŀ
Nacute Ń
Ntilde Ñ
Oacute Ó
odblacute ő
Ograve Ò
otilde õ
rcaron ř
scaron š
Scircumflex Ŝ
tcaron ť
Thorn Þ
ucircumflex û
Udieresis Ü
uogonek ų
Utilde Ũ
Yacute Ý
Ydieresis Ÿ
Zcaron Ž
ij ĳ

abreve ă
Adieresis Ä
aogonek ą
Atilde Ã
ccedilla ç
Dcaron Ď
ecaron ě
Edieresis Ë
eogonek ę
Gcircumflex Ĝ
iacute í
Icircumflex Î
Igrave Ì
itilde ĩ
lacute ĺ
Ldot Ŀ
napostrophe ŉ
eng ŋ
obreve ŏ
Odblacute Ő
omacron ō
Otilde Õ
Rcaron Ř
Scaron Š
longs ſ
Tcaron Ť
uacute ú
Ucircumflex Û
ugrave ù
Uogonek Ų
wcircumflex ŵ
ycircumflex ŷ
zacute ź
ae æ
IJ Ĳ

Abreve Ă
agrave à
Aogonek Ą
cacute ć
Ccedilla Ç
eacute é
Ecaron Ě
egrave è
Eogonek Ę
hbar ħ
Iacute Í
idieresis ï
imacron ī
Itilde Ĩ
Lacute Ĺ
lslash ł
ncaron ň
Eng Ŋ
Obreve Ŏ
odieresis ö
Omacron Ō
racute ŕ
sacute ś
scedilla ş
germandbls ß
eth ð
Uacute Ú
udblacute ű
Ugrave Ù
uring ů
Wcircumflex Ŵ
Ycircumflex Ŷ
Zacute Ź
AE Æ
oe œ

acircumflex
Agrave À
aring å
Cacute Ć
ccircumflex
Eacute É
ecircumflex
Egrave È
gbreve ğ
Hbar Ħ
ibreve ĭ
Idieresis Ï
Imacron Ī
jcircumflex
lcaron ľ
Lslash Ł
Ncaron Ň

brokenbar ¦
section §
plusminus ±

bullet •
degree °
fraction ⁄

dagger †
multiply ×
infinity ∞

daggerdbl ‡
divide ÷
greaterequal ≥

paragraph ¶
minus −
lessequal ≤
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â

ĉ
ê

ĵ

ocircumflex ô
Odieresis Ö
oslash ø

Scedilla Ş
tbar ŧ
Eth Ð
ubreve ŭ
Udblacute Ű
umacron ū
Uring Ů

fi ﬁ
OE Œ

≠
∑
·∂√
‰
…
–—
Α
Β
Γ
Δ
Ε
Ζ
Η
ΙΘ
Κ
Λ
Μ
Ν
Ξ
Ο
Π
Ρ
Σ
Τ
Υ
Φ
Χ
Ψ
Ω
α
ζεδγβ
ιθη
λκ
οξνµ
ρπ
υτσ
χφ
ψ
ω
ⁿ‼
↑←
↓→
↨↕↔
∟
∩
≡
⌐
⌠
›‹»«⌡
◊¬
µ
½
¼
'‚’‘”“„"¡¿ºª³²¹¾
©
®
˜˚˛¯˝`ı˙¨ˆ¸ˇ˘´¥ƒ€£¤¢™
А
Б
В
Г
Д
Е
Ё
Ж
З
И
Й
К
Л
М
Н
О
П
Р
С
Т
У
Ф
Х
Ц
Ч
Ш
Щ
Ъ
Ы
Ь
Э
Ю
ҐЯ
Ђ
Ѓ
Є
ЈЇІЅ
Љ
Њ
Ћ
Ќ
аЎ
гвб
ёед
зж
и
лкй
м
он
утсрп
хф
ц
ч
ш
щ
ъ
ы
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notequal ≠
periodcentered ·
Alpha Α
Zeta Ζ
Lambda Λ
Pi Π
Phi Φ
alpha α
zeta ζ
lambda λ
pi π
phi φ
exclamdbl ‼
arrowdown ↓
intersection ∩
guillemotleft «
lozenge ◊
onesuperior ¹
questiondown ¿
quotedblright ”
copyright ©
sterling £
acute ´
commaaccent 
hungarumlaut ˝

summation ∑
perthousand ‰
Beta Β
Eta Η
Mu Μ
Rho Ρ
Chi Χ
beta β
eta η
mu µ
rho ρ
chi χ
nsuperior ⁿ
arrowboth ↔
equivalence ≡
guillemotright »
mu µ
twosuperior ²
exclamdown ¡
quoteleft ‘
registered ®
Euro €
breve ˘
dieresis ¨
macron ¯

radical √
ellipsis …
Gamma Γ
Theta Θ
Nu Ν
Sigma Σ
Psi Ψ
gamma γ
theta θ
nu ν
sigma σ
psi ψ
arrowleft ←
arrowupdn ↕
revlogicalnot ⌐
guilsinglleft ‹
onehalf ½
threesuperior ³
quotedbl "
quoteright ’
trademark ™
florin ƒ
caron ˇ
dotaccent ˙
ogonek ˛

partialdiff ∂
emdash —
uni0394 Δ
Iota Ι
Xi Ξ
Tau Τ
Omega Ω
delta δ
iota ι
xi ξ
tau τ
omega ω
arrowup ↑
arrowupdnbse ↨
integraltp ⌠
guilsinglright ›
onequarter ¼
ordfeminine ª
quotedblbase „
quotesinglbase ‚
cent ¢
yen ¥
cedilla ¸
dotlessi ı
ring ˚

afii10017
afii10022
afii10027
afii10032
afii10037
afii10042
afii10047
afii10052
afii10057
afii10062
afii10069
afii10074
afii10079
afii10084
afii10089

afii10018
afii10023
afii10028
afii10033
afii10038
afii10043
afii10048
afii10053
afii10058
afii10065
afii10070
afii10075
afii10080
afii10085
afii10090

afii10019
afii10024
afii10029
afii10034
afii10039
afii10044
afii10049
afii10054
afii10059
afii10066
afii10071
afii10076
afii10081
afii10086
afii10091

afii10020
afii10025
afii10030
afii10035
afii10040
afii10045
afii10050
afii10055
afii10060
afii10067
afii10072
afii10077
afii10082
afii10087
afii10092
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А
Е
Й
О
У
Ш
Э
Ѓ
Ј
Ў
д
и
н
т
ч

Б
Ё
К
П
Ф
Щ
Ю
Є
Љ
а
е
й
о
у
ш

В
Ж
Л
Р
Х
Ъ
Я
Ѕ
Њ
б
ё
к
п
ф
щ

Г
З
М
С
Ц
Ы
Ґ
І
Ћ
в
ж
л
р
х
ъ

endash –
Epsilon Ε
Kappa Κ
Omicron Ο
Upsilon Υ
epsilon ε
kappa κ
omicron ο
upsilon υ
arrowright →
orthogonal ∟
integralbt ⌡
logicalnot ¬
threequarters ¾
ordmasculine º
quotedblleft “
quotesingle '
currency ¤
circumflex ˆ
grave `
tilde ˜
afii10021
afii10026
afii10031
afii10036
afii10041
afii10046
afii10051
afii10056
afii10061
afii10068
afii10073
afii10078
afii10083
afii10088
afii10093

Д
И
Н
Т
Ч
Ь
Ђ
Ї
Ќ
г
з
м
с
ц
ы

эь
јїіѕєѓђґяю
љ
ўќћњ
Џ
џ
№
ғҒ
Җ
җ
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afii10094
afii10099
afii10104
afii10109

ь
ђ
ї
ќ

uni0492 Ғ
uni0496 Җ
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afii10095
afii10100
afii10105
afii10110
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э
ѓ
ј
ў

uni0493 ғ
uni0497 җ

afii10096
afii10101
afii10106
afii10145

ю
є
љ
Џ

afii10097
afii10102
afii10107
afii10193

я
ѕ
њ
џ

afii10098
afii10103
afii10108
afii61352

ґ
і
ћ
№
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Index
% in text 6
% 6, 35, 50
%=% 20, 50
%\% 12, 49
%^% 20, 49
%_ 19, 49
%BC 28, 41
%BD% 7, 41
%BG 27, 41
%C 41
%C% 41
%C, 18
%CA% 30, 31
%CL% 12, 41
%CO% 42
%CT 21, 42
%CW 18, 42
%DF, 22, 42
%DM 54
%EC% 30, 42
%EH% 42
%EI% 31, 42
%ET% 23, 42
%FI% 11, 42
%FJ% 21, 43
%FN 43
%FN% 13
%HL 23, 43
%include 53, 54
%IT% 7, 43
%L 6, 43
%LJ% 21, 43
%LP% 43
%LT% 7, 44
%M 54, 56
%NC 17, 44
%NF 11, 44
%NP% 6, 44
%NR 44
%OC 44
%OI 44
%P 14, 44
%PC% 45
%PF, 45
%PH 17, 45
%PI% 45
%PM, 18, 46
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%PN 20, 46
%PS 46
%RJ 21, 46
%RO% 7, 46
%SC% 30, 46
%SH% 46
%SI% 31, 46
%SN 12, 47
%SN,% 13
%ST, 23, 47
%SZ, 12, 47
%T, 7, 47
%TB, 8, 47
%TC 27
%TC, 48
%TJ, 25, 48
%TR, 48
%V% 20, 48
%VL, 23, 48
%VM, 16, 48
%VT, 16, 49
%W 49
/Esc 35
? 10
Alignment of text 21
Alternating page number 52
Associated files 52
Background 27
Background colour 28, 41
Block indentation 8
Bold 7, 41
Bold deselecting 7
Border drawing 52
Border to page 35
Catex 53, 54
Centred line 12, 41
Centred page number 52
Centred text 21, 42
Changing font 13, 43
Character codes 36, 53
Character names 62
Characters, special 18
Code listing 11, 44
ColGap 50
Colour 27, 41, 48
Column colour 41
Column of table 42

Column width 18, 42
Columns, number 17, 44
Comments within document
12, 49
Contents 30, 42, 44, 45, 46
Currentpoint 38
Czech characters 52, 59
Dash 18
Dot Fill 42
Dotted line 22
Double spacing 33
Draft 36
Eject 51
Em-dash 18
Embedded graphics 38
Embedded PostScript 33,
45, 46
Embedded PostScript,
guidelines 40
End contents item 42
End index item 42
End of header 42
End of table 42
EPS files 39
Esc 50
European characters 36, 52,
59
Files with Quickscript 52
Filling lines 11, 42
Font change undo 13
Font family 37
Font for page header 51
Font name 13, 43
Font size 12, 47
Font size undo 12
Full justification 43
Gap between columns 50
Ghostscript 58
Glyph 41
Glyph Names 62
Graphics embedded 38
Gs 58
Hanging first line 15
HdrPre 51
Header 46
Header text 42
Heading placement 17

66 Index

Headings 12
Horizontal line 38, 43
Horizontal tab 7
Ignored text 12
IlGap 50
Including graphics 39
Indentation of block 8
Index 31, 42, 45, 46
Inter-line spacing 12, 33, 50
Inter-paragraph spacing 15
ISO encoding 59
ISO-Latin1 encoding 52, 59
ISO-Latin2 encoding 52, 59
Italic 7, 43
Italic deselecting 7
Justification of text 21
Keyword character 50
Landscape 35, 52
Layout marker character 35
Layout markers summary
41
Leading 12
Leaflets 52
Left justify 43
Left margin 16, 47
Length of page 50
Light font 44
Line breaks respected 11
Line previous 43
Macros 53, 56
Margins 18
Mathematics 20
Minus 18
Multi-column layout 17
New line 6, 43
New page 6, 44
New page procedure 51
New row 44
No fill 44
Non-breaking space 19, 49
Not filling lines 11
Number of columns 17, 44
Numbered points 9, 16
Output contents 44
Output index 44
Page border 35
Page header 26
Page heading 50
Page margins 18, 46
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Page numbering 20, 33, 34,
46
Page range 52
PagLen 50
PagStr 50
PagWid 50
Paragraph 6, 44
Paragraph format 45
Paragraph gap for heading
17
Paragraph style, numbered
9
Paragraph styles 14
PDF 58
PDF font 52
Pdf2ps 58
PE 45
Poetry 11
Polish characters 52, 59
Position remembering 10
PostScript embedded 33,
45, 46
Preformatted text 11, 44
Previous line 43
Print contents 45
Print index 45
Ps2epsi 58
Ps2pdf 58
Range of pages 52
Remembering position 10,
49
Right justify 46
Roman 46
Rotate 52
Running title 33
Size of font 12
Space, non-breaking 19
Spacing between lines 33
Special character 18, 41
Special characters 36, 59
Stack 39
Start contents item 46
Start header text 46
Start index item 46
Start table 47
Subscript 20, 48
Summary of layout markers
41
Superscript 20, 49

Symbol font 60
Tab 47
Tab rightwards 48
Table 23, 47
Table background 28
Table gap between columns
50
Table gap between rows 50
Table justification 48
Tabulation 7
Tabulation of a block 8
Tabulation of block, toggling
8
TColSp 50
Text colour 27, 48
Three-column leaflet 52
TRowSp 50
Truetype fonts 38
Two pages per sheet 52
Two-column leaflet 52
Vertical line 48
Vertical movement 48
Vertical placement 16, 49
Where 49
Width of page 50
ZapfDingbats 61

